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INTRODUCTION

Ths Langley Research Centev Annual Report oil and Technology accomplishments for
1980 cont.uns hi0l ► h!lhts of our major occomphs: ► ments and appLcations made during the past year.
T I w high IvIhts iI I m!rato- both the broad range of the research and tecImology activities at the
Langley Research Center and the y Contributions of this wort, toward marntainin(l the United States'
Ivaederslup in aeronautics and space research.

Results of Langley resewch and technology are matte available to users through the NASA scientific
,uud technical information system. The research output of the Langley Research Center is listed by
tale in an annual comprialfoil entitled "Scientific and Technical Information Output of the Langley
Research Center." The compilation for calendar year 1919 contains 1364 items and is available on
it-quest from T ►c Report and Manuscript Control Office, A1.0 Stop 180A, I anelley Researr, ► Center,
Hampton, Virgin'4 ?3665 1827 23011.

Donald F. Hearth
I`uec!or
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Aeronautics and Space
Technology

Accuracy of Time-Split
Finite-Difference Schemes

Recent Iheiretical worm has proven slut
Implicit tune spirt finite-difference schemes are
unconditionally stable for the 3 D Naviei Stoles
equations. It was fourth that tonne split methods,
In general, possess two sir Ions e- r or s, one (lilt , to
the temporal inaccuracy associated with the
sp lilting and one due to the incompoliblity of
the split steps with the boundary data In effect.
the process of time splitting leads to the
soiution of a modified difteiential equation
subject t(l modified boundary data In order to
nnprove the ac-illacy of the tome split scheme,
do explicit corrector step was deviuxd which
exactly ehmonated both sources of error at
minimal colilliritatio nal cost. Inclosoon of tilt,
correc tor step produced a scheme will) temporal
and sp ►.ltodl ac.CtirdCN' comparable to alternating
direction implicit methods. Shown in the figure
e-e solutions to Laplace's equation on the unit
seluare subiect to Dlriehlet boundary (laid. The
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Solution of J 2u/3x2 + 32u/3y2 = 0

numerical solutions were obIaIIled as tiro
asymptotic ste.ndv state of the heat conduction
equation using the standard time spilt method
ail,) tilt, new corrected time split method. Tile
ligure shows the exact analytic solution along
with tilt, two computed solutaoAs run at .1 brine
step 100 times larger than the explicit stdhilrty
limit. Conapdrison of the solution illustrates the
improvement nn accuracy oblainthl with III-
corrected method.

Douglas L Dwoyer, 2627 1505 31 131

Numerical Solution of the Euler
Equations in the Transonic Regime

A joint in house and contractual research
effort is ernderwdv to obtdm fast dnd dccurate
solutions of the Euler equations for transonic
flows shout airfoil shdpea. To test the accuracy
of the numerical algorithms , their CojjVt•TgeIjCe
rate, and the implementation of boundary
conditions, the flow about a circular cylinder
has heen used as a test tease. Tilt, test prcibienl
has brought to light some serious problems with
existing algorithms which do not show up as
clearly when the methods are applied to slender
airfoil shapies. The most serious problems art,
very slow convergence rates, poor accuracy near
stagnation points, and the appearance at
%twereritical speeds of it bubble in
the neighhorhoo d of the rear stagnation point
which cannot tit, explained on tilt, haws of the
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Comparison of convergence rate using the
overall minimum At and the local value of At



damping inherent in the numerical algorithm.
The slow convergence rate has been alleviated
by using the local time step for the computation
of each grid point; the improvement is shown in
the figure. This particular calculation was made
with a vector code written for the CYBER 203
computer which runs 45 times faster than its
scalar counterpart on the CYBEP, 175.

Manuel D. Salas, 2627 (50531-13)

Transonic Flow Calculations on
the^.YBER 203 Computer

The CYBER 203 computer at Langley
Research Center is a vector processor which is
ve, " effic'ent when operating on algorithms
which art vectory zable. One such algorithm
which has been developed for transonic flow
calculations is the "Zebra" algorithm. This
algorithm was developed and tested on a pilot
code which calculated transonic flow over a
swept wing using the artificial density
formulation: The Zebra algorithm has now been
incorporated into an existing production code
(FLO 22). This code uses a nonconservative
form of the full potential equation and a
parabolic coordinate system for 3 D transonic
flow over isolated wings. The original code used
a successive line overrelaxation (SLOR)
algorithm and ran at a computational rate of
about 6200 points per second on a CYBER 175
conventional type computer. The new version of
the code with the Zebra algorithm runs at a
computational rate of about 62,000 points per

gocond on the CYBER 21.13 computer. Not all of
this increase in computational rate is due to the
change in algorithm. The new CYBER 203 has a
very fast scalar unit; and, when its optimizing
compiler is used, it can run scalar codes quite
efficiently. Also, computation rate is riot the
only factor to be considered in choosing an
algorithm convergence rate is also very
important. The tests on the pilot code showed
that the convergence rate of the Zebra algorithm
was about the sane as SLOR for that case
Tests are currently underway to determine of its
convergence rate will be as good with the
nonconservathve formulation us e d in the original
code.

James D. Koller, 2627 (505-31 13)

Wing;-'ats

Winglets are small, nearly vertical
aerodynamic surfaces which are designed to be
mounted at the tips of aircraft wings. They are
found in nature on all soaring birds, which cant
their tip feathers when attempting to achieve a
high lift flight condition. Design optimization
studies and wind tunnel tests at Langley have
shown that winglets can produce significant
increases in the lift-drag ratios of some of
today's transport aircraft. The application of
winglets to an Air Force KC 135 tanker aircraft
is predicted to increase its cruise lift-drag ratio
by 7 to 8 percent. If retrofitted to the entire
KC 135 fleet, the cost savings would be $1.4
billion over the fleet lifetime.

Test aircraft
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Therefore, the Air Force and NASA have
embarked oil joint program to obtain a
full scale evaluation of wrnglets on the KC-136
aircraft. The Boeing Company, under Air Force
contract, has constructed a set of flight list
went.liets. The Dryden Flight Research Center has
instrumented a test airplane. The wrnglets were
installed oil flight test aircraft in July of
1979, and 16 win llei research flights have been
completed to date, with all flights scheduled for
completion in the fall of 1980. Th ese tests are
providing an evaluation of the winglets
throughout the flight envelope of the j1 ► olane.
Preliminary data analyses indicate a 7.1 percent
inch-ew in cruise performance.

Stuart Flec:hner, 2631 	 (50531 43)

Medium-Speed Airfoils

A new family of medium speed airfoils has
been developed for General Aviation
applicat, ors. These airfoils were designed for
aircraf' sacli as turboprop business airpldfleS and
commuter airplanes, whose cruise speeds are riot
high enough to require use of supercritical
airfoils. These airfoils were develolwd by
combining the best features of NASA's
low speed and supercritical airfoil technology.
Thus, the new airfoils provide higher cruise
Mach numbers than the low speed airfoils, but
retain good high lift, low speed characteristics.
Cruise Mach numbers vary from about 0.66 to
0.72 for the aufnil family. The figure Compares
the airfoil shape of a 13-percent thick
medium speed airfoil with seve • .;I older
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Comparison of airfoil shapes

12 percent thick NACA airfoils The new airfoils
incorporate more cambor in the rear of the
airfoil than the NACA airfoils and thus the aft
region of the airfoil carries more load. Several
military and COmmercial aircraft have hewn
proposed utilizing the new medium six-ed
airfoils.

Robert J. McGhee 4514 1505 31 33)

Submicron Particle Generator for
High Pressure Application

A par ticle generator has been develotwd
which is not pressure limited as are most
existing techniques. Tl* technique was
developeJ to provide seeding for laser
velocimeters in high Mach number wind tunnels
but bas application to any need for submicron
particles such as pollutant studio. The essential
ingredient is extremely small fir.al injection slits
which are operated at a sonic, or choked
condition. The increase in velocity between the
micro slit wall (Velocity - 0) and the center of
the micro slit ISO111C velocity) provides a shear
force large enough to break up agglomerates
into individual particles. A tremendous
advantage of this technique is a relative
independence of ambient pressure level, i.e.,
particles can be generated even at high ambient
pressures as required sonic condition is a
function of pressure ratio and not pressure level.
This technique is the only device capable of
producing a cloud of uniform-sizes' submicron
particles at high pressure and high flow rates.

E Leon Morrisette, 3735 1505 31 23)

Microcomputer Programming
Language

As microcomputers become more powerful
and lass expensive, they become increasingly
useful to a wide range of NASA projects.
Applications which would require a large
number of hardware components can often be
handled by a single microcomputer with suitable
sof tware.

Writing programs for microcomputers is
usually a tedious process. The software support
available often is limited to an assembler. Such
is the case with the Intel 8748, which is an
eight-bit microprocessor and memory packaged
as a single integrated circuit.

3



To increase the usefulness of this device, a
PASCAL based high level language called
PASCAU48 has been developed. The language
closely resembles PASCAL with a few
extensions to allow programmers to take
advantage of the unique features of the ;ntel
8748. For example, facilities exist to control the
allocation of data memory Ian extremely limited
resource on the Intel 8748) and to handle
machine interrupts.

The PASCAL /48 compiler is a cross compiler
which executes on CDC CYBER 170 equipment
producing an object module in the sta ►xfard
Intel format and a listing of the assembly
language- version of the machine inetructions. A
progranvmer can write PASCAL /48 programs
substantidlly taster than writ"M .quivalent
prog ► dms In assembly language, and the resulting
code is nearly as efficient.

PASCAL 48 is suitable for other products in
the Intel MCS 48 series

J. C. Knight, 3202 (505 31 83)

Grid Generation for Fluid
Flow Computations

An algebraic grid generation technique has
been develofx•d and explored in conjunction
with the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
for fluid flow. It Is called the "two boundary
technique" and I • is the potential for serving as
the geometric foundation for flow field
solutions III complex geometries. Two of
the boundary surfaces are first represented by a
grid structure having do equal number of nodes,
then corresiionding nodes on the two surfaces
are connected by smooth, curved lines. The grid
is completed by discretiting these lines. The
Jacobian matrix of derivatives of the functions
describing the resulting grid structure with
respect to it rectanqular cartesian system are
computed directly, thereby permitting a
transformation of the governing differential
equations to a uniform rectangular grid.

This technique has been applied to the
three dimensional compressible Navier Stokes
equations in the region of a family of corner
geometries where the flow is steady but
chdracterited by strong shocks and
three dimensional separations, and also in the
region of an axisymmetric spiked nose body
where the flow is oscillatory with a bow shock
and separated flow.

The transformed equations have been solved
by a computer program called the

"Navin Stokes Solver" running on the Control
Data CYBER 203 vector computer. The program
utilizes a technique based on the MacCormack
time split nethod and is whiten in the PASCAL
hase d language using 32 bit arithmetic aril
storage ;o take full aefvantage of the speed and
memory capacity of the CYBER 203.

The computed solutions are t ► ansfetttki back
to the physical domain where they may be
displayed through graphical techniques Including
color representation of the intensity of scalar
variables. The figure shows the grid and
cemputed density distribution over one plane
for a sliiked nose body case.

Rube ► t E. Smith, Jr., 3918 (505 31-83)

Grief	 Density distribution

Mach 7 Scramjet Engine i ests

A broad and comprehensive research
program is currently underway at Langley to
develop the technology for hydrogen fueled,
airframe i n t e g r d tea, supersonic combustion
ramjet engines. In the concept currently
providing research focus, the entire undersurface
of the vehicle is part of the propulsion system.
The vehicle forebody performs a significant part
of the inlet function, and the diterbody is the
nozzle expansion surface. Fuel is added from
III stream Struts which can inject either
perpendicular or parallel to the oncoming flow.
A combination of three-dimensionality in the
inlet and modulation of perpendicular and
parallel fuel injection allows operation over a
wide speed range with fixed geometry. Research
is currently being performed on engine
components (inlets, combustions, and nozzles),
computational fluid mechanics for internal
flows, component integration (SUhSCale engines),
structures, and flow diagnostics.

1 000
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Enti me performance with silane and staelerlel

Tests Of the basic engine concept die twi ng
conducted it Mach 4 and Mach 7 to the
representative of the lower and higher ends of
the oleerat► onal envelot)e Preliminary testing was
doper In 1918 and 1919 to Identify pro)t)lems
and a omponent technology requuennents.
Results indicated reasonably gooxt perforitioncN
at low fuel an ratios, but revealed pro blen ► s In
extending tills peilormaiwe to the higher fuel air
ration nm-essary for flight. The major problem
aplwared to lie achievement of proper ignition
very neeir the point of fusel injection with
suHlcietnt release of heat in the initial portion of
the combustor.
III Mach 7 tests, attempts to

impiove the perfornldnre Ar high fuel fir ratios
have proxlucexl some very promising results. Two
primary differences are responsible for the
improvements. First, silane (SIH 4 ), a compol'rnf
which reaotily ignites at roorn tennperate ► ► d, was
used to provide a positive Ignition Source either
is an ignitor (used only at start of test) or is ,!
pilot (continuous throughout test). Second, an
idditiondl row of perpendicular fuel injectors
was addeet downstream of the existing injectors
This provides a ''stage!nt erac:t!on" which create-
a relatively large diiturbance region to stabllirl
the flan ge and provide brat release near the fuel
injectors In these tests no "ttempt lids yet been
made to op:tinure either the staged Injection  or
the use of silane to aid in Ignition. The figure
Shows a plot Of the recent results Obtained. The
Curve is a target performance which is
reptClIentative Of an acceptdbIr ICVe' for an
actual aircraft application. Some of the data
involve piloting with silane and some are for
hydrogen fuel only after the silane ignitor was

turned off. The piloted data it Mach 7 %flow
lierfornnance of approximately 90 1wrcent of the
target, note that the hydrogen only data have
somewhat lower performance, but still abotil 80
1)ercent of the target. This is true over d wide
range of fuel air ratios. The lower performance
with hydrexlen only is b e lieved to Ile associated
with I ►our fuel distribution. Since the desire is
to use silane simply as oil rattier than a
pilot, the challenge in remainerny tests is to raise
thri fuel air ratios with hydrogen whilR
improv!nq fuel distribution.

These now results air extremely encouraging.
They show conclusively that excellent
l)er formance call achieved in the engine
concept under conSICIVItiorn. and Imply even
better pe ► fornndnce for an Optimized design

Rohm t A. Jones, 3772 (505 32 93)

Prediction of the Transonic Flow
Cver Axisymmetric boattail
No22leI

The tim e dependent Navier Stokes equations
in mass-averaged variables are solved for
transonic flow over axisymnnetnc boattail plume
simulator con hqurations. Numerical solution of
these' equations Is dCCOInj)IIS11ed with the explicit
finite difference algorithm of Mar,Cormack. A
grid Subcychng procedure and computer code
vectorirat ► on are used to Improve computational
efficiency. The two layer algebraic turbulence
models of Cebee ci-Smith (C S) and
Baldwin Lomax (B L) are employed for
Investigating turbulence Closure. Two relaxation
russets WSOd On these baseline rrnxfels are also
considered.

In this study solutions for the Reubush
afterbody, which has a boattail terminal angle of
340 , have been computed. For all cases tile flow
oil boattail is highly separated. The variation
of the surface pressure coefficient C with the
nondimensionallred axial distance 116E at the
Mach numbers of 1.3 and 0.8 is shown In the
figure. Results obtained with each of the four
eddy viscosity nnodels aie given. The predictions
with the baseline turbulc e nce models show poor
agreement with experiment. This is riot
surprising since these models do not account for
ul.Streann history effects. That is, if the flow is
disturbed in some way (i.e., severe adverse
pressure gradient) the turbulence field does not
respond immediately. However, it does retain

5
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nwrmory of the event. The relaxation models
attempt to account for this delayed response
through a relaxation length scale (h). Th,e Relax
IC S) model solutions compare well with the
data except for the separated flow region. In
both the supersonic and subsonic cases the
results determined with the Relax (8 L) nxxfel

O REUBUSH DATA
CEBECI-SMITH

----- BALDWIN-LOMAX
RELAX (C-S), =0.6

----- RELAX (B-L), = 1.2

capture the pressure plateau region. These
1 ►ressu ►e distributions suugge•st that the relaxation
imbulence motfels have potential to accurately
Ixedict such boattail flows.

R. C. Swanson, 2673 (505 32-13)

O REUBUSH DATA
CEBECI-SMITH

----- BAL.DWIN-LOMAX
-- RELAX (C-S), \=2.4

---- RELAX (B-L), ), =2.4

z/DE

A comparison of pressure distributions using altlehraic Eddy viscosity models

Engine Inlet Alters Noise Pattern

Systen ►atic experimental and theoretical
studies to understand the effect of inlet shape
on the noise radiation from engine inlets have
been conducted which lay the foundation for
using inlet shape to control for-field engine
noise. Starting with simple geometries that were
amenable to analysis, experiments have been
performed to verify the predictions. The results
slow excellent agreement in those cases where
the noise source was well defined, even for
variable cross section geometries for which exact
analytacai solutions exist.

The experimental work has been extended
to include the effects of flow and inlet shapes

riot subject to analysis. These results show that
the radiated noise field may be significantly
altered by the shape of the inlet. One effect of
interest is that the angle of principal radiation
may be shifted closer to the engine centerline
with a proper selection of inlet contour such
that peak noise is focused in front of the
airplane, rather than towards the ground.
Experimental inlets, such as the unsymmetric or
"scalloped" inlet shown being tested, have
demonstrated the capability of even more
drastic redirection of sound energy into the area
above, rather than below, the airplane.

Richard J. Silcox, 2617 (505-32 03)

. ,
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Flight Effects on Noise From Turbofan Engines

When a high by pass ratio engine Is tested on
the ground and in flight, the noise produced is
different In ways that are not always understood
or predretabie An mtementer p ► ogrdm involving
engine test stand, wind tunnel, and flight tests
oil small turbofan engine Is In progress to
Improve the understanding of these differences
aril to develop techniques for simulating the
flight effects oil 	 ground. Two key results
have 1 ►een obtained In the past year.

i Ile first result was obtained from •
lrecursor flight test that verified procedures for
static to f Ilght comparisons arkf deter mined
altevatrons to radiated noise patterns due to
Installation on the flight test airplane. The figure
shorn the noise :ounce during ground calibration
and oil flight vehicle, and a resulting data
comparison. The ground test was performed at
an outdoor test drew with d e ground covered by
sound absorbing wedges to mw.;mite reiiections
The source was a loudspeaker within a
streamlined fairing. The airplane ,vas then flown
over an array of mlctophones with the source
radiating at discrete frequencies The acoustic
data were processed by ensembleaveiiycig over
the microphone array and adjusted to .+
static equivalent condition. The adjustment

procaodure cor»Idws factors such as dot ► trler
frequency shift, convective amplification,
spherical spreading, atmospheric Absorption, aril
Wexind Impedance. H typical resu': with the
aircraft flying at on altitude of 300 feet, a
velocity of 108 knots, and wr t ;I the source
radiating at 4 kilt Is Illustratrtl. The static arxl
the flight adjusted data aree within *2 dB for
emission angles from 20M to 1000. This goad
aween ,wnt establishes the adjustment procedures
and suggests that Installation effects will not be
significant for the high frequency turtx)fan
engine tones

The second result was obtained from an
Instrunnented engine during hilts at slrmuldtt'd
forward speed in the Anies 40 k 80 wind
tunnel. Analyses of unsteady pressure data from
transducers mounted oil fail indicate
that fan rotor'turbulence mterataion is the
dominant noise source at static conditions, but
reduces oil as flight velocity Increases.
Alx)ve about 20 knots, another noise source, the
f,.n rotor/potential flow field interaction,
becomes dominant. This latter source was found
to be relatively insensitive to further Increase In
forward velocity.

John S. Pf-sser, 3841 (50') 3' 011

Comparison of static and flight directivity patterns from an acoustic source
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LaRC-160 Polyrrnlde Matrix Res'^

LaRC 160 polyimide Matrix resin, a material
disco-vered at Langley and awarded Irulustrial
Rewari;h Mayatine'S prestigious IR 100 sward in
September 1919, has received wide acceptance
In the aerospiace industry's research anO
technology 1%rograms on advanced performance
conipiosites. This unique, low cost resin system
has a combination of desirable physical
properties, such as excellent low pressure flow
characteristics, which make it an attractive
candidate for versatile processing into strung,
low void composites. Excellent retention of
composite propirirti°s results after expouires in
excess of 500 hours a! 560 — 676 K. The resir
is now tieing marketed and the carbon titer
preprey material made from LaRC 160 is also

cocimerchbify r -liebfe from live co npanies in
the UnrtOO %t oot'! %ov po i foreign companies

have expressii:i at, interest in licerang patent
nghcs from NASA In addition to a veral NASA
composite development prograrrs lased on
LaRC 160, a nurntxei of Department of Defense
and private aerospace firms have selected
URC 1130 is the matrix resin of choice for use
in develop,nu composite components for
missiles, engines, and filament wound vessels. In
addition, Technology Utilization lies handled
over 700 requests for information on this
promising material

T. L. St. Clair, 3041 1505 33 331
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Superplastically Formed and
Weldbrazed Compression Panels
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FABRICATED SHAPED GR, COW	 ES
to 1I'KEiIREGGERS
	

BY AUTOCLAVE PROCESSING

Two relatively new Ti processing procedures,
superplastic forming and weldbrazing (SPF/WB),
have iwen successfully combined to fabricate
titanium members which should exhibit

improved structural efficiency and durability
compared to titanium structures fabricated by
conventional means. The combined use of
SPF/WB offers processing advantages by
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explo ► te ►►y the use of supwrplastic f.xnung to
fabr ►catol stillwser configluratioris that cannot be
fal,r ► eated using cr aver ntional processes and the
use of weldhorstirog to produce skin stiffened
structures having a ductile aluminum braze loom
for impr.-ved durability P ' rNivance to crack
prop•.edation compared to titanum structures
I d  1 i ntcyral joints. Bttuled web and
onver tonal hat stif fener configurations have

wrtwen sulp l astically formed arxi attached to
Ti 6A1 4V titanium alloy skins by w ildbruing.
Pral ► minsry studies show that approximately 30
minutes at 1200 K are required to
superplattically r o ► m the stiffeners and
approximately 5 minute.; at 950 K are required
for weldbrazmg. Similar st ►ecimsrs fabricated by
SPF/C , (supe►pldst ►c forming and diffusion
bonding) would ► equi ► e prcx;essiny at a
temperature of 1200 K for a period of
approximately 4 hours. The shorter time and
lower tennjxrratures required for SPF WR should
prexduce a much smaller degra l ing effect on
naetenal p ► operhes than is found ► o► SPFIDB.

T. T. Bales, 3405 1505 33 331

pr ef ►eated matched meta) drat, W contact
pressure is applied and maintained fur 10
minutes. (5) 2.07 MPa p r essure is applied acrd
the temperature is ► ncreawd al 3 K,m ► n until
W3 K is achieved, and 161 the part is
rsaentamed at 603 K for 30 minutes arxi then
cooled at 3 K /min under pressure until the
tennlwatare is reduced to 31.6 K Free standing
lx»tcure in if, air crrculatinq oven is useli) to
rrx:reaw the glass ,ransitio n temperature OI the
composite element of required. Several
advantayrrs are apparent from results obtained to
We. Once VIP B haying o peratinn has been
completed, the mnpoHte can be ftorexd at room
temperature fir at least 6 months without
degrading. Ten replicas of threw different
batches of composite material have been
successfully fabricated and demonstrate the
process reliability. Compared to autoclave
curing, the hot forming process rNrluuey Iess
Pnerijy,

R M Raucom, 3940 (505 33 33)

r

Superplashcally formed and weldbrated titanium
compression panel

Hot Forming Graphite/Polyimide

A simple fdtxication procedure which offers
several advantages compared to conventional
autoclave curing has been used to fabricate
(Piphite/polyimide composite elements. Both
Cehon/LaRC 160 and CehoWPMR 15 hat shaped
stiffeners have been built. Briefly, the procedure
is: (1) the appropriate number cif preprey plies
is assembled into the required orientation, (2)
the resulting larniriate is B staged under vacuum,
(3) the laminate is placed between 519 K

Hot formed graph ite/polyimide hat shaped
stiffener

Decoupler Pylon for Suppression
of Wing/Store Flutter

'ro satisfy mult ► m ► ssion requirements,
modern fighter aircraft must carry many types
and combinations of external wing mounted
stores. The carriage of such stores can reduce
the flutter steed and thereby degrade the
operational and mission effectiveness of combat
aircraft. Because of the importance of flutter
avoidance, considerable rPSearch has been
conducted to develop and assess the capabilities
of both active and passive flutter suppression
concepts. Ar, effective yet simple passive flutter
suppression concept has been demonstrated in

R-
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wind tunnel model investigations of two
advar ►ced fighter configurations t ►►e F 16 arxl
Y F 17. Thtmw research studies indicate that tone
performance of the ^fecoopler pylon system
compared favorably wieh that of active flutter
sup-press ►On syiten ►s. It riot only provides
u ► bstantial ine ►easr in fluttw speed but also
reduces the sensitivity of flutter to char►yes in
store uiertia arxd Collier of gravity location.
Based on tlwu- promising results a program
leading to a flight demonstration Of the
decouplar pylon on an F 16 has been initiated

F. W. Caner, 2661 15% 33 531

Active Control Increases
Transport Flutter Speed

NASA developed , untrol laves foi .i
wind tunnel model of a DC . 10 derivative wing
were tested in cooperation with the
McDonnell Douglas company. Thete cooperative
studies were funded under the Energv Efficient
Transport program anu were a cuntinuation of
tests performed previously by Douglas. The
pnirposr Of these tests was to study two flutter
suppression contro l laws that were designed
using new methods developed at !' 4SA Langley.
One of the mair objectives of this ccoperative,
study was to male a contribution to the
Douglas .fictive control program by providing a
rapid transfer of NASA reurarch technology to
industry. Both control laws provided flutter
speed increases in excess of 25 percent,
AJiditionally, gust studies performed on one of
tl ►e control lsws indicated significant reductions
In gust loads when tested in turbulence.

J R. Newsom, 3323 1505 33-631

New Flight Flutter Test Technique

Tine acquisition of flight flutter data in the
tlutter region is especially invaluable for
validation of synthesis and analysis techniques
for flutter suppression ;%/stems. Nearly all fh,?ht
flutter tests are aimed at verifying flutter
clearance within the flight envelope of a
particular aircraft and the accuracy of the

predictions is riot determined. A technique has
teen developed and demonstrated for acquiring
the needed data from high-risk type tests by
using a low cost u, manned remotely piloted

research vehicle. From utilization of moelern
data acquisition and transmission nwthods with
rww comp ►utatioot techrtclogy, near real-time
asseun►ents have been made of wing respxtnsr to
excitation by sine wa,e frequency sweets of
short dt+ration. Tito flutter bourulary of a
research wing was established in a flight made in
March 1980, The .scconipanying figure is a
PhOtOgraph of the test vehicle and research wing
in flight. The realistic flight environment allows
accurate evaluation or system performance.
While some refinements are st i ll needed in the
test technique, successful demonstration has
been accomplished.

H. N. Morrow, 3521' 1505 33531

"*s

Flutter test vehicle

First Observation of Ultrasonically
Induced Dilation

Ultrasonics has steadily been gaining use as a
nondestructive method to evaluate and
characterite ,materials Theoretical models have
been extensively used to help understand
eitoeriryw-ital observations. One such model,
which deals with nonlinear ultrasonic theory for
solids, predicts a dilation of the solid in the
prese-nce of a higr. troqueney ultrasonic wave.
Although this model has been in existence for
about 20 years, the dilation up to the present
has never been observed. Recently, the
ultrasonic dilation has been experimentally
observed for the first tune. This exciting
observation opens another area of experimental
nonlinear acoustics. It provides a new tool for
the nondestructive characterization of materials
by providing information on higher order elastic
constants

The experiment was performed with a single
crystal germanium samples. The dilation was
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observed by placing a cylindrical sample in a
configuration where one of its ends was half if
a parallel plate capacitor. A small change in the
length of the sample changes the capacitor gat ►
spacing arid therefore chant; ts Its capacitance.
The chanye in capacitance Is then measured. A
transducer mounted on the other end of the
san ► ple was excited to induce an ultrasonic pulse
in the sdrr ► ple. The change In the capacitance
during the ultrasonic pulse was then measured.

The theory predicts that the amplitude of
the dilation will be proportional to the square
of the amplitude and tl ►e square of the
frequency of the ultrasonic wave. Therefore, the
signal amplitude was meau.red as a function of
the frequency arid amplitude of the ultrasonic
wave. The signal was found to have the correct
functional dependence, thus confirming the
ultrasonic induced dilation.

John Cantrell, Jr., 3418 (505 33 43)

Motion/G-Seat Study in
Helicop,:^r Trainer

A simulation experiment to collect data
useful f or the specification of helicopter trainrnq
devices for the LAMPS MK III helicopter was
completed by Langley personnel. The
experiment examined the effects of destroyer
ship movement, visual system delay, and fixed
base/moving base/C seat conditions on hover
performance across 14 Navy pilots.
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In general, better performance was
associated with rile shorter delay arid the
platform motion condition, G seat performance
was significantly better than fixed base
performance, approaching that of the platform
condition.

R. V. Parrish, 3874 (505 35 33)

Tone Burst Spectroscopy
Measures Fatigue Damage
in Composites

The increased use of composite materials in
tl ►e aircraft energy efficiancy research programs
has placed demands oil field of
nondestructive evaluation (NDE). An important
aspect of NDE continues to be the development
of quantitative rather than qualitative
techniques. A significant advance has occurred
at Langley which places the art of NDE much
closer to the physics of materials. The advance
involves phase insensitive tone burst
spectroscopy (TB'O) which combines Langley's
I R 100 award winning phase insensitive
transducer with a novel acnustres spectrometer
system. The combination is capable of
quantitative spectroscopy and is finding
appropriate application to studies of composite
materials. In the past, accurate spectroscopy in
inhornogeneous materials was complicated, if
riot Impossible, due to transducer )hase
cancellation and system pulse shape . , tifacts. In
many instances complex deconvolution was
necessary to eliminate system responses and
phase cancellation and nonlinear transducer
drives were nearly impossible to eliminate. The
new TBS system uses a tracking generator
spectrometer Instrument with a gating logic
device developed at Langley. The results of the
technique are striking — no electronic system
deconvolution, no transducer phas: cancellation
artifacts, no nonlinear transducer drive voltages,
and no critical propagation geometry setup
problems. Using the TBS technique, early
fatigue. damage in composites has been observed
and quantitatively analyzed which demonstrates
the detection of significant changes in material
attenuation and attenuation gradient. It is thus
evident that the TBS technique provides a
significant advance in nondestructive estimation
of fatigue damage in composite materials.

Vector error score averaged over pilots and ship
movement conditions	 John Cantrell, Jr., 3418 (505-33-43)



Decoupled Controls for Improved Safety in Wind Shear

Wind skirl( occurring during alyauaclI and
141110 l r ►g has !well a sigr► if ►cant factor fin several
airlelane accidents that have occurred during the
mvit few veers. A elastic ereamp ► le was tine
I asterrn titi etash ,fit Kenneth in 1915.

A deh • otipled longitudinal control systenn Ines
lieen developetl to improve the pilot's abilit y to
make sale larxirngs to severe wind shear. N-#
daruupl yd control systene uses constant gams to
nnlelr11nent changes nn thrust, elevator laesetlon,
and %ylllrine'I ► IC spoilers to provide irteleleendent
or decot► pled control of flight leach angle, pitch
angle, and folward velocity.

The decotiple d control systeln has been
eva111,11et) usn ►g a fisted base simulation of the
NASA Ternimid configured Vehicle (TCV).

I lifer rese • ,u( It 1-.411% Were ust-(1 •1% sublet-l's .ere.)

tine sunulation ► mxleled it twin engine+ fat
transport Both the conventional control system
mid the ativ+.need TCV control system crasl ►et1
alq ►roremately half of tier tune fill srrntilateal
Kennedy wend shears because they pitched tee
high angles of attack and stalled. However, when
the decouple d control system was used, the
afitplsiv did not stall 111(1 tiro pilots weir always
able to complete sale 1l11dun4s.

Thaw results indicate a significant leotentidl
for improved safety nn lilt- terminal area
environnnenl Willi .1 de ct►uleled control systern
that call Ili, incorporated in any airplane that
uses servo driven actuators.

G. K. Miller, 4691	 (500 .14 33)

Cockpit Display of Traffic Information

NASA and the FAA me engaged ill joint
lerotlram awned at er ►vesllgdtin(I lilt- potential
1 ►t y nehts of laovitfirfitp the l(rlot wil l, tt display
which %flows the positions of surrounding
te•fifhc. The technical feasibility of Such a
concept, ge11t owliv referred to as the "Cockpit
1)1%1)14v of Iratht7 Inlolnealion," has been Mottle
possible by th- lv&i1a1)ihtV of airborne electronic
t11111lays dod plarneed ululratling al the all traffic
control WC) system to lerovfide -I way data
Inel, between ;Hrcr,alt and the ATC system.

Flight tests, representotfive of an advincetl
nlnplemental(on schenee. wherefin Uallrc would
be d Is{ ► layed t►n tile elec110111c 1106. ants!
situ.lhon uulrcatoi were condtivett using tier
Lanylev TCV H 141 research airplane. The
results indicated that the traffic display
contlibuted suh.tant I 'll IV it) the flfilpht ('it
overall situation awareness and provided 11111 ► 1

Iead tine for detuctfinll and resolving conflicts
that were u ► trodticed I11to the t1afhC scen.illos
Furthe ► moie, as d potential benefit for improveil

CDTI concept
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altwav capacity and incteased oiwratng
efflclerx-V, pllut conln v entarV uxllcaled that U ►e
less 111,111 normal 11.1111C srl tat dt kx ►s that WOM
tented wale acceptable Soul that nxxutot ulq Ilse
traffic display did not adversely a1lect
lwartotlnance of their other pdotnq tasks. Tills
work did. however, hlNhllght the twooi tot
addltlorlal attention to the problem of dlsleldy
clutter.

John F. G,Illen, Jr., :1821	 153404 131

Advanced Display
Generation Concept

A malo ► elen ►rnl of the Co ckpii Avulnlcs
It & T bast , pro wane is resealch on advanced
display g Mutation technology which can provide
ulteylateet multnrnxtt, display nllolnlatloll In
cockplI% of lulult , clvll all ctaf1. 1 h t, ► nphdsls In
the prtxllam is the development and evaluation

^	 115
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Benchmark display formats

of hoot, spae ti faster Crean glaphlc itict nologV
which can employ 11w rrcrnt dramatic
developowrlts In mlc ►oclrcult/mlcrol{lrocpssor
teehnolmiV and provide attrtxdant ativanlaeles of
tYih ► , sl ►txluly, aokd Ilnage collstluct► on

A NASA/Unlverslty/Industry train effort it
deve l r.nln4 an advance•, l ral ► erlmrntal
proyrafro , a I P iflsplay generator for
laboratory/sunulator tesea ► ch In acconlphshrfig
this ohlective, a contt.act lids het►n awaldpd to
Wows Gial ► hics Svstems tell development of
tilt, system the Research Trlangle ImUltlte has
been awarded a eomlaamon contract for
devrlopinrnt of al)IIIwat lolls/ systonls software.
Also, the N.C. Slate rrsaarch grant conirlules to
develop ,141—orwed display twileraUon algorlthnls.

The wAlietimrntal display generator will
provide a soelnllacant advance ill real time
colorgtaphac dlsplSV capahlilty fill cockpit
simulators. The W.Colllpanyukl phottxpapil shows
typical dlsplaV formats achlevahle with the new
to hnolotIV The effort has tk't'ome the hasls tot
st,vetal future advalleml flight deck dpplleatu ►ns
proglanls at Lock hoed Geotwd, the Naval
Ttalning Equipment Center, and the
N ASA l anglt ,V Terminal Configtlrekd Vehicle
Ptexltdm SIMU141101) t.iroule

Jack J. liallu , ld, 3290 (bob 34 1J)

LORAN-C/Vermont
Flight Experiment

the LORAN C system Is hemy expandotd to
plovkde nitxe covt,lagr anti hettel tleon ►etry for
Ilxlst of the Continental Unitekl Slates, Alaska.
and tilt- coastal rrglons. This system expansion,
coupled Willi lecent conlnlerclal development of
Irlatively low cost LORAN C aircraft 11dvltidtion
e►elulplrlee nl, has gt,nrrated Irlctedseed ullelest ill
usmil LORAN C lot awa ndvklatlon and
ilimpreeasion approaches lilt , impetus to lisp
LORAN C is greatest in awns such as i1w .t.iw
of Vermont, whl0I has sll,use VOR covelatile.
small ,111polts ill mountainous tNrlaln, .Ind
cotiseejut,lltly high approach minimums and
limned air accessibility. Seelnq etvnonuc
belleflts 111 incfedslllq till aCcesslhlllty. the 514110
Sillla.la, • hod the teelelal agencies lot assistance In
ovaluatlnq LORAN C. Tills Ied (Fall 781 to
formation of a joint program with tilt, sldlt, eel
Vernkont, NASA, DOT/TSC, soul the FAA The
program goals were (1) delme LORAN C
pertormculce in a Irallstic aircraft control
envoronment for enroute, terminal, and approach
route setiments, (2) develop a data halt, to

I
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support Verrllont's rt+que+sl lot LORAN C
cwtihcatlon and reduction of airport mintmurns,
and (3) investigate long term grid stahility oil a
ttlounla11 mis m4ion.

VPfIII ►11l provlllelt 1110 lest arcldft aril
comfucted the field ot ►erations; DOT/TSC has
over,u; re► 4witsrhillty tot coordination, test
planning, dnd cotlfication documentation; the
FAA fleA uldeplendenl emoule verification
flights. L v)QIoy's rile was to develop the flight
mst • amentatloln comalning the LORAN C
rldvlgeltu ► , a	 posll,on refer@'
system, a Kit .1 (1,11.1 acquisition system to rec,
at t second II1tNrOdlx tfw reference system ti
L OR AN C der wed ;Klsition and navl{)ntl(m
param@tars, I angley dlso tlevelol)etil d
pound baserl data system to record long term
grid variation. In dlidition, Langley provided the
data teeluction and analysis.

The Insl ► umenlatnun wds lest flown an
NASA dlrctalt at Wallops Into verification and
then deploved to Veiw. mt. Forty data lhghts
and additional demonstration flights were flown
over the year ti-st period currently erxlulg. A
typical flight profile shows life planneel course
afid the LORAN C de►t+ved tract. (navtgatuwn
using LORAN C). Test results were excellent
mill have twee disseminated through articles in
Aviation Week and Au Ptowess, conference
1 14111els, aviation comimmity and FAA briefings,
arKJ cprtificetion submittals.

C. D. Lytle, 3631 (505 34 06)

Low Cost G-Cue Substitutes
for Flight Simulators

For the past several vems, there has been
little agreement (Ili he Ire IIts o1 motion
ctreu ►g to simulator plots. Langley has a
prog► am to investigate low cost motion cuelnq
techrll`Sogy In &I elfolt to Increase tine fldpifty
01 lilloted $L flits ldtlolls. Results to date have
shown that Langley designed G seats and helmet
loaders Improve the simulator pilot's
1wrformance in fixed hose, high performance
.111Crdit simulators. 1 hest . results are henng
utilized by industry with more than a halt dozen
simulator manufacturers now pruvldmg G seats
howl oil l dllglev design and at least three
eonnieanres now planning to nndnufactule the
Inelnet Io,Klet. Presently at Iedsl, 20 of the
G seats hdve been sold by simulator
manufacturers

R Plant experrn ►rnts heave shown G sedt
augmentation of platform motion to be
twrnaflclal to srrllulato► Allots.

The rrrsltlts of the exl ►eriment show that the
F 16 suhpercl pllotx (prnlurmrly a tracking task
with high pilot workload) exhibit slgmficantly
twitter trdcking lerforindnce with @filter G seat
Or platform mollon versus the no nnorloet ('u@
condition. However, the pilots exhibited even
better lwifoimanre when both  seals anal
niotion platform cues aft' piexent.

1. ^. Ashworth, 2344 (505 35 33)

Method for Airport Community
Noise Impact Assessment

T lie aircraft noise levels anal dnnoydnce

model (ALAMO) iii a computerized method for
predictrKi the Impact of dncraft noise on drlort
comn ► unities and identifying Opeldlilliq Scenarios
to mmlmlre that impact. Noise "footprints," of
contours, of constant noise exposure are
combined with census ddla br the ALAMO data
base for any airport community in the United
States. The number of people exposed at any
specitiml level of noise 1s calculated, and
psychophyslcdl relattonshlp ►s ht.tweer► molar anti
human sublective response die applied to predict
the number of severely impacted residents
within the alrport community. Various
demogral ► hic and socioevonomlc variables such
as population growth rate., average aqe, avetagv
home value, percentage of honKknwrners, etc.,
can also be detern ► med as a function of noise
level.

In addition to assessing current noise Impact,
the ALAMO cart be used to define airport
operating scenarios to minimize community
noise Impact. The ALAMO will determine
ground tracks overflying the sma l lest number of
people, determine ,he takeoff profile, or specify
runway use rates that minimize noise iml ►.1cl at
a particular airport. It call tlsthl to evaltldte
the relative effectiveness of these operational
noise control measures when comuared to
Idnd use and aircraft noise control approaches
such as quieter engines, rezomnq, and building
Insuldtion. As an Illustration, the figure
summarizes a noise control effectiveness study
recer► tly conducted Îor a major mldwestein
arr,lort usmq the ALAMO. The effective noise
reduction ,1SSOCIdttd with the following
approaches to con ► munity noise control die

14



comimred: 111 cutting the numtwr of operations
in half, 12) imposing a night curfew, (3) flyrru)
population mimnlal ground tracks, (4) a
preferential runway use policy, (5) souild
nlsulateon for homes expxi%t4l to noise levels
prratrl than 65 deviliels on the DRy Night Level
(LDN) scale to give do M(fitional 6 decitiels of
structural noise loss, and 16) rezoning to force
► elocution of all residents currently exix)sed to
ilelise levels in excess of I5 dPCitwls oil LDN
scale. The most effective cou ► llerrlieasme lot
this	 particular airport was flying
population minimal y:ound tracks.

Richard DeLodch, 3561 (505 35 13)
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Effective noise it-duction for a particular airport

Aerial Applications Technology

1 estinq conductmi with d scale model
agricultural airpldne in the Langley Vortex
Hesk-arch F,wlllty has derll p ► lstrated the effect of
winglets on reducmtl off target drift of aerially
applied chemit-dis. Wintilets Iliounled sill a
scale mcxlel Thrush agricultural airplane ieduced
vortex entrainment of particles released from
the vy ing. This reduced vortex ent ► amment is
eStlllldt0d to insult in a 30 percent reduction in
spray drift (with no chdnge in swath widthl.
The figure illustrates with flow viaialuation the
tendency foi reduced vortex effect (with
wniglets on) On trajectories of particles released
rear the wulgt ► p. Reduced drift of chemicals has
significant environmental and economic
importance. A 30 percent reduction in spray
drift could save the aerial appiications industry

approximately $15 $20 million annually.
Full scale flight testrnq is in progress to confirm
the Small scale model results.

F. L. Jordan, 2543 1505 41 83)

WING[ i IS ON

Effect of wenglets on particle entiainnlent

()Ii1( ►
.General Aviation	 (l,, 1) , k:. f

Stall/Spin Research	 i :j '..	
1J

 y

A rotary balance located in the 20 foot spin
tunnel at Langlev is heinq used to IlseIsurr ,ell
auplane's aeitulynannc characteristics ill the
rotational flow environment of a slim. Rec:erltly,
one of the most productive unions of analysis
tools Olds bPen accomplished oy iouunq
► olary balance techniques with oil
min, computer analytical methods for p ► edietion
of potential spin modes. With this equipment, it
is Ilnssrble to illeasurP dPludynamic forces and
nxlnents for a 1 ►articula ► model configuration
over the range of variables expected in the spin,

aril then instantaneously employ all on line
nli ►ti conipuirl program (which has been
preloaded with 94%Mions of motion and airplane
mass information) for ill 	 pied-.1ion
of potential shin modes. This till a lalysis
capability offers a new dnllension i.: the
determination of spin modes, recovery control

15



J H. Chambers, 7184 (btM) 41 13)

^w

effects,	 aiffir t.110	 COn1Ik ► 11e'llt	 effect$,	 duet
Oaldilwiv1 wilsllivitV Studies. whell coofdindtthl
with spin tullnrl tM%. I1111x)r1a111 factors
dffaCtorxl all airplane. SI)III arxl IPCOVery
Charac1e11stics can lw dehneKI.

Model oll lolal^ ! ,^ ,,iu

Quieter General Aviation
Propeller Demonstrated

Plopelle ► noose 110111 elenel,rl aviation aircraft
is a problem for nidrly Collin unities. Typical
piopt s llt►r nurse reduction nleth(x1s rely on
ieletively Old lechnulugy and usually resell In a
suhst,rlltial per fill mance penalty. Recently
develojimll technology has heen (iemonstlaltKI to
Ierf(rce I)Iopeller nurse without a si(Imhcant
performance penalty. This wds acco11lploshed
when a nto w propeller loose pimliction
meth(xfulutiy develul ►ed at the Langley Hesearch
Centel was translerred to Massachusetts Institute
of Technology for use on a study to optimize
the 11101se and Per for nldnce char actor isliCS Of
fight .Iilciall plopollefs

MI 1 11,1% completed the proiect bV
denxlnstratnlg the quiet propeller drsign on ,1

Cessna 117 mictaft. The quiet prowllei has a

bilge# ulhuaid chord, d s111allof doanletel, and
o1wlales dhou1 100 1pfll slower than the
stdlNld((f p10IWUer. 111e Ilrghl (1a111O1MIJ11011 wds
coixt(icimi at FAA noise certification coixdotions,
o a.. JIM 111 flyover at fill! Ik)wer The (lulet
IVOIx'11PI dveldgeKd 48 dB(A) timetel lhdn the
l"miuctlorl propeller over the J16 run test
serluerx:er. Performance, as nxlocaled by aircraft
late of c11111b. was ulichan9tKd except at the
higher alrcrdtl Speeds.

George+ C. GnK'ne, 7645 (106) 41 43)

-.-^rIA

(Tu1et pro ►►ellel on a 119111 al(Cldlt

Emergency Locator
Transmitter Reliability

General avi ition aircraft sue IeKluueKl to
cifry el-lelklency locator tra,lsmltters (ELT's)
Intended to he activated in a Crash to expedite
the location ut downed aircraft by
seal ch ane I 1 escue Iwople. Ili service, ELT's Have
exhibited notoriously poor feliabihty, severely
limiting their effectiveness. Pruhlen)s in properly
.x•tivating ELT's have been studied bV mounlm4
.1 sampling of these (ICVICOS on full s(:ala clash
test mrctafi and In a special Iahowtory test

1
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app+atdtus which sumellmes crash wslsus. One
tier tut mance deficiency has been discovered in
file vibration sensitivity of ELT mettia switches
Illustrated schematically ,11 flit , tut ► of the figure.
The solid curve u ► Itw hiltrte shoo the ratio of
tesponse to input as a function of frequency for
a typical ELT of current design. Data Indicate
that resonant frequencies of these switches fall
nl the range of hetTue11 • ,es of Ideal structural
vibrations that exist in genetal aviation aircraft
The frequency range of crash pulses, on the
other hanr! Is on the lower e11f of then
IretTuency spectrum as ndlcaled In the figure.
The switches, therefore, ,Ire often too responsive
to local structural vibrations wfuch can trydwr
unwdrrantetid activations tit prevent activations n ►
a crash situation. A sugtlested improvement
involves redesign of the switch to lower it*
rt,sonant frequency Irxi to change the
hequency ► wsp ollse characteristics to that shown
my the dashed I ne in file ficlure. An
experin►ental switch '04th  such a chdtacterlstic
has teen hulls and '.-steel and found to possess
nx ► re desirable per r ,nnlance characterlstics.

Huey D. Carden, 379b heel!, 41 33 ►
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Load-Limiting Subfloor Structure

Understanding how to limit loads
transmitteo to occupants in general aviation
aircraft n ► a crash situation is one Islwct of
crash dynamics research. One approach is to
design the subfloor structure to dissipate kinetic
energy by ippropriat y structural drrarnlennent,

astute shaping ut gwom ►etry of structural
elements, or Inconpolatnlg clever etk'rgy
dlsstllatulg devices. Five load limiting suhlloo ►
structural speCln ►ens have been WIWIUctrtl 3111
tested statrully. The structural concepts In earl ►
of these speclnx•ns cwdd be user) to replace
currently used sttbfloo► structure .1111 consist of
a relatively stnonq flexor structure to maintain
seat aircraft Integrity untlergudeKl bV a
Crtisll type structure which Is Intended to
collapse. In a controller) manner. One of the
nx►► e promising of these modified structural
concepts is shown in the frgurt.). Test results for
the five new concepts indicate that they
verfotm well In that the upper floor remained
Intact thr Oki ghouI the biding. .Ind the
Crush type structure collapsed at .1 generally
lower load levello level than would he I t-qu, ►ed to
coll.q ►se .1 conventional structure. The t'rushrnq
10.1d re-nl,l,ned relatively umforttl in n ► agnttude
throughout the Iu.Idung cycle. Uynamic drop
tests I or these load limiting coiwepts et, e
currently In prtxtrt,ss at velocities up to 9 m/s to
compote imt) t performance with c.ornventional
stlhflor ► r structure.

fluey D. Carden. 3795 (btr, dl 33)

Widlfied subilloot structure corrugated lwams

Display Enhancement of
Instrument Landing System

A lack of timely and acculat y Iocallrer
deviation rate information dutlnq mst ► unlent
landing system ILLS) apwo.iches increases pilot
workload and decreesies; tracking pnerformance.
This 1s esl ►ecially critical near the ground, whwre
wind veiocrty cfldfules and the increased
sensltrvity of the it.S dtsplaY may Contrlt ►ute to
Imlot induced oscillations. Si!xa the conventional
ILS display only presents gfideslope and
Iocal,tt r deviation, the rate of localize ► tdewiation
must tie estimated by scanning other flight
instruments. The aircraft heading rvrlulreil to
maintain zero deviation rate while on the
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loealiter is frxrnd by trial and error and mdv
vary as the aircraft descends 11110 changnl^l
V%M ncis

The pseudo command tracking indicator
(PCTI) 1s an en-,ancen v rnt of the conventional
ILS disp ► Idy. Localize ► deviation rate is presented
oti the PCTI by a late needle dtiached to the
end of the locahzer needle. The display is
configured so as to present raw deviation data,
loealiter derivation rate, and d pseudo turn
command. The turn command Is a function of
localize. deviahexl and deviation rate ,1 ► 1d is
utclrcdted by the distance Iletween the lower end
o7 the ate needle stiff vertical centerline of
the display. The PCTI elimin.rtw the need to
find the correct heading by trial and error and
per ►»its more rapid corrections for wind
changes.

A suilulati0n study was conducted wrih the
PCTI, Eit it pilots each flew five approaches
with the conventional display rind five
approaches with the PCTI. The dver&pit MIS

error of locallter tracking using the PCTI was
about one half the error using the Conventional
display.

David A. Hinton, 3917 150541 73)
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Spin Research With a
Research Rocket System

A spurt recovery system using hyelrot'wn
peroxide rockets mounted on the wing tips of a
light airplane has teen developed and is tieing
used in a swil'spin research program. The
system has the capability of providing repeated
recoveries from fully developed spins during a
su ► gle flight and, thus, 1XIlitdteS the stall spin
research testing of expel ime ildl modifications
which can be made to the test bad aircraft. A
major advantalpe of the rocket system is Its
capdbdrty 10 IncredSV the spin rate, as well as to
retard it. In the pro spin mode, the system has
the capability to generate spins at very high
angles of attack and can, therefore, demonstadle
configuidtlon effects on the rtalll'spin
characteristics and can readily expose all
possible spin modes of the airplane.

Pit-wntly the rocket system Is being used to
study the effects of wing leddmgedue
modifications on the spin and spin recovery
characteristics of the test airplane. The
Ieadinq t0tp- conf i.wratioo plleseittly to im., tested
is a leading edge !pap obtained by removing d
shot t section of the leading edge at
mid semispan. This modification has been found
to he spin resistant. However, the use of
pro spin rocket forces to increase the spin rate

demonstrated the eXistence of a
high angle of attack spin male which was
unrecoverable with the standard aerodynamic
controls. This spin made was encountered .I1
angles of attack wilich .ter apprtwidhiy hltpher
than normally encountered with the stdnddrd
airplane controls. Additional testing of other
leading edge mafifications are planned.

T. C. O'Bryan, 4591	 (501,41 13)

Pseudo comnldnd tracking indicator 	 Research aircraft
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Helicopter Vibration Analysis
Advisory committees have called for a

NASA attack on problems in analysis of
helicopter vibrations Particularly cited have
been difficulties inn predicting vibrations of the
airframe structural system and in accounting for
airframe participation in overall vehicle
vibrations. A good deal of progress has Im-en
nl.ede in recent years on vibrations analysis
methods for the rotor system and the airframe
system consuterdd sepdrately. It has (x4 4 1 widely
recognized that an opportunity exists to make a
sit'lnificant advance in the capability of industry
to deal analytically with vibrations through
effective nitegrdtion of these now existing
methmis for the rotor and the airframe.

A Langley tednn has develupled analysis and
computation procedures which serve as a
complete thesis for planniny and establishing
Stich an integrated capdbility. The airframe is
represented by d generdl Iinite element model
such as embodied in the NASTRAN computer
Cate, which has become the standard structural
analysis tool in the U.S. helicopter industry. The
rotor is represented by general linear differential
equations with periodic coefficients which can
tie specialized to represent any rotor undergoing
small vibrations with reference to an arbitrary
trim state. Cuupliny of the rotor to the airframe
is implemented through general ecludtions which
may tx, specialized to represent dny Interface
arrdneWment likely to be encountered. The
coupled equations of motion are solved for
steady flight vibrations using the "harmonic
tlalance" method. In the solution process the
airframe participation is to-presented by forced
responses of the airframe at a finite number of
harmonics of the rotor rotation frequerx y.

All mathematical steps necessary to meet the
oblecIIve are developed as explicit
Computatiorldl procedures ready for computer
coding. Those results are a bdSIS for significant
improvement nn reliability and speed of practical
analysis of helicopter vibrations by industry
structures departments.

P G Kv.ilt-mik, 2661	 (505 42.131

Rotor Wake Effects on
Helicopter Fuselages

The downwash induced by d rotor on a
helicopter fuseiage and Its empx-nnage is an
important effect in determining the overall
vehicle performance. This effect is generally

most evident in hover arxd low sherd flight as
fuselativ downloads dnd adverse torque loads. As
a result, there Is a need to predict the Pow field
conditions around the vehicle.

Several analytic methods which use
source/sink or doublet panels to nloelel rather
complex vehicle components have been
developed. In addition, several analytic methods
which use either strip theory, vortex ring, lifting
line, or lifting surface theories have been
developed to model and analyse ffee wakes
from rotors. The next step in the evolution of
analytic methods to solve the total problem of
rotor 'fuselage interference is the validation of
the wesent method with experimental data arid
the coupling of the two types of methods.

Even though the dynamic nature Of the
wake on the deralyr1 MICS of the otorcraft is
important, there are many problems which can
be analyzed using a mean downwash field. Work
has been dor ►e at the Langley Research Center
by Army Structures Laboratory personnel to
combine the Neyson and Castles modeling
method for a rotor wake using a series of vortex
rings with the Douglds Neumann
three-dimensional, inviscid potential flow
nnetho d for the fuselage To evaluate results
from this hybrid method, pressure data were
obtained on helicopter model with a 3 meter
diameter rotor. These tests were conducted in
the Langley V/STOL tunnel. Results from the
wind tunnel test aixi the computer program
agree very well. The Iigure shows the computed
flow patterns on the model fuselage.

Carl E. Freeman, 3611 150542 13)

Calculdtee', fuselaw surface flow characteristics;
CT = 0.0066. p 0.05

Military Stall/Spin Research

Military stall/spin research conducted at
Langley is dedicated to providing the U.S. with
the technology needed to develop
high performance military aircraft having
satisfactory stall spin characteristics which
enhance, rather than limit, tactical effectiveness.
During the past year, accomplishments have
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included support of the F 18 airpidrw
development, demonstration of high
angle of attack control technology with F 14
flight tests, uwestigaUOn of high angle of attack
flow phenomena causing unclesudt ► le wing rock
on highly swept wing designs, aril study of
arlvanced fighter designs.

Langley tests and analysis successfully
predicted the stall/spin characteristics of the
F 18 and identified configuration changes to
provide improvements. Continuing F 14 high
angle of attack flight tests have further
demonstrated that current high angle of attack
automatic control technology can provide large
improvements in fighter stall/spin characteristics
when properly used arid that current piloted
simulation technology, such as use.Kl on till

Langley Cifferenoil Mar ►uuveru ►g Smoulalor, can
rel ► dbly predict important stall/spn ► n dynamics.
Wind tunnel studies of the stall flow phenomena
causu ►g the wnr) rcck motion ( limit cycle roll
oscillation) observed oil having h-nhly
swept wings have provided a fundamental
understarxl ► ng of the vortex flow phenomena
p(oduung these "lotions. Other wind tunnel
studies of the slit " ..pin characteristics of several
MlvenCed a ► rplano .OnCeptS, incorpOldtint.j such
features as the arrow wing for supersonic cruise
or canards for improved maneuverability, lave
identified airframe and control system features
which will provide impro-ed stall/spin
charaneristics.

William P. Gi;aert, 2184 1505 43 23)

Advanced fighter design

Divergence of Forward-Swept Wings

There is evidence that forwar,l swept wings
may offer aerodynamic aJvantages over
aft swept wings. However, forwar.l swept wings
must he made much stiffer th c!n aft swept wings

,UGMI AL PAGE Lq

IF POOR QUALITY

to avoiJ divergence — a static aeroelast ► c
instability that can quickly Jestroy t; ► e wing.
For metal wings this usually results in a
prohibitively heavy structure. Now, however,

20
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composite material structural technology offers a
Ixbtantial solution to the divergence problem by
arranging (aeroelastically tailoring) the lamina to
reduce the wash-in that is inherently
characteristic of forwar.t swept wings. To verify
analytical predictions of the divergence
characteristics of forward swept wirbgs
constructed of compbusite+ material, wind tunnel
model studies were ma-'e in the Langle;
transonic dynamics tunrwl. These tests were
conducted in cooperation with the Air Force
and the Defense A-a •anced Research Protects
Agency (DARPA). and used two dynamically
scaled aeroelastic models of propose.l flight
tlrnbonstrator airplanes The wind tunnel test
results verifiel the analyttcal predictions that
high divergence spWV,111 Cdn be olbtaux'd by
aeroelastically tailoring forward swept wings
With composite material.

R. H. Ricketts, 2661 1505 43 33)
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Aeroelastically tailored winii

Aircraft Storm Hazards

1 tic, Lan^jiey Storm Hazards Program is being
carried out to improve the knowledge of sever,:

convective storms as they affect aircraft design
and operation. Flight tests in the vicinity of and
into such storms were conducted during the
1980 thunJerstorm season using a NASA owned
F 106B aircraft. A total of 20 storm flights were
made; 9 in Oklahoma in conjunction with
ground based Doppler ► a1a- measurements by
the National Severe Storms Laboratory of
NOAA, and 11 in Virginii in conjunction with
ground basetl storm measurements by NASA
Wallops Flight Center. A total of fib
thunderstorm penetrations were male and the
aircraft sustar.seJ 10 direct ligintnmy strikes.

During the thunderstorm p»net ► ations,
measu ►enbents of electromagnetic properties of
the lightning which struck the aircraft were
made. Other onboard instrumentation systems
recorded lightning X ray emissions,
concentrations of nitrous oxide. the optical
prove ► tiers of lightning, aril the turbulence
environment. A prehn , nary review of the data
shows passible correlations between several of
the experiments. Further flight tests will he
rnd.le in 1982 and 1983.

Bruce D. Fisher. 3274 1505 44 13)

Aircraft Lightning Strike Tests
The y specially ubstiumernt.id NASA owned

F 1068 aucra`t recorded three direct lightning
sp ikes while undergoing 'light tests at the
NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory,
Norman, Oklahoma. This flight initiates the
gathering if data for characterizing
lightning generated electromagnetic environment
to be used to guile designs of future digital
avionic systems onboarJ composite
inonmetallic) structured &icraft.

The instrumentation corcept shown in the
figure consists of a neimber of sensors mounted
ewb the noseboom, the fuselage, the wing, anJ
the tail which detect the electromagnetic fields
during the lightning strike process acid a
recording system specially shielded and isolated
from the lightning strike phenomenon located in
the missile bay of the F 1068. The recording
instrumentation includes a wideband (6 MHz)
video recorder for overall lightning strike
phenomenon and a transient waveform recorder
modified to capture 1.3 milliseconds of data at
a 10 nanosecond resolution. The sensors were
derived from desiutns developed for nuclear
electromagnetic pulse measurements.

The initial data analysis indicates the direct
lightning strikes had ?in unexpectedly more
active electric held compared to the magnetic
field and the electric field's rate of change was
significant on a submicrosecond scale.

Flights are continuing with the present
instrumentation in an attempt to gather
statistically significant strike characteristic data
Meanwhile, new expanded capability data
recording instrumentation is being developed to
allow more complete characterization of the
lightning generated electromagnetic environment.

Billy L. Dove, 3681 (50544-13)
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Lightnmq research instrumentation

Active Control Landing Gear

Experimental data have been obtained from
simulated landing tests of a light aircraft main
IanJing gear equipped with an acti%re
load control system. Results of tests conducted

A the Langlev landing loads track demoiistrate
that the active ,year can reduce landing impact
forces by as much as 19 percent relative to
forces occurring witli a passive iWar at

lOtt %imuldkir

tlevatar

Active control landing gear test apparatus
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shown that the fracture strength of laminates
can be characteroind by a single toughness
parameter, Oc . The I)aramete► is erxlepxendent or
stacking sequence, it easily determined from a
few %imp(# tension tests, and is linearly related
to the tensile ultimrte failure strain of the fibers
used in the romlxnite (see the equation in the
figure). The figure illustrates that the predicted
end measured strengths of damaged laminates
aelree very well throughout the crack lerulth
rdnk i ,r of the tests. The materials ,11ustraterd are
fibers of glass, graphite, and boron, each in an
ep.-xy matrix IGI Ep, Gr:EP, and 8/Ep,
respxeefively) The analysis also applies to
aluminum matrix materials.

tour'idown sink rates up to 1.5 m/sec Juring an
8 knot landing is typical landing speed for
light aircraft) The active gear also reJuced
fords imposed oil test riy by 30 to 70
percent (filling subsequent rollout over
long wavelength runway urevennese. The test
results confirm analytical predictions and
Illustrate that the active gear ties potential for
reducing ground loads applied to tlee airplane
during all phases of grounJ operations. A joint
Air Force/ Langley study is in progress to
examine aln,huUon of the active goal concept
to tactical aircraft operating oil 	 repaired,
bomb damaged runways.

J. R. McGehee, 2796 1506 44 33)
C. C. Poe, Jr., 2338 (533 01 13)

Fracture Characteristics of
Composite Materials

Composite 111,1iVIials (ail be made from
myriad combinations of fibers, matrices,
thicknesses, and fiber orientations. To
characterize the resistance to fracture of so

many configurations, especially with the
variability added by considering discontinuities
(such as fastener holes) and damage (from
dropped tools), requires an inordinately large
number of tests. Rccc- f research at Langley has
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Predicted toughness and strength of damaged
composites

Thermal Acoustic Shield for
Noise Reduction

Recent model tests and supersonic cruise
engine studies conducteJ by the Boeing and
General Electric Companies have revealed a
promising concept for reducing airplane noise at
takeoff. Tile use of a relatively low velocity,
high temperature stream between the engine
exhaust and the observer oil ground, as
shown in the figure, has been demonstrated to
be an effective means of reducing the noise
perceived by the observer. One of the
limitations of the coannular benefit as a single
noise reduction concept is the spectrum shift to
higher frequencti es, which is the basic part of the
noise reJuction. However, at high velocity levels,
the increasing of high, frequency levels results in
a corre:p onding increase in the peak overall
sound pre_ ire levels. Mechanical suppressors
show similar effects and limitations. However,
the thermal acoustic shield has the characteristic
of strongly reducing hign frequency noise while
having very little effect on low frequency noise:
Preliminary data indicate that, for an SST
airplane with GE21/J11 619 engines, the noise
benefits due to the shield could be
approximately 5 EPN.18.

In order to determine the practical merits of
this concept for AST/VCE application, Boeing
and General Electric under NASA contract
conducted a study on the mechanical design
feasibility (specifically for the GF21/J1I B19
engine) and the effect of the shield on airplane
performance. Results show that: (1) the
mechanical design is feasible, (?) the weight of
the system would be approximately 325 kg
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reurlhng In a range oivreew of 160 km on a
6800 km flight. and (31 the thermal scouvic
shield Is compatible with arplau e riots
ahatement nw.lw.

Current plans are to at quue Model scale

acoustic tfata at forward speeds atilt hopefully to
COMIUCt proof Of Cwxvpt tests Ott A Iarge scale
engine.

John K. Murloy, 4576 1533 0 1 43)
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Thermal aco,	 shield

A Digital Integrated Automatic

Fault-Tolerant Computer Designs
	

Landing System

Two i—ilt tolerant c, Alter designs —
eomputers that remain , viatronal u ► the
presence of multiple failures - will be
candidates for the heart of all digital avionics on
commerc ial airplanes of the 1990's.

Engineering models of the Software
Implemented Fault Tolerance (SIFT) by SRI
I nternathonal 8endrx and the Fault Tolerant
Multiprocessor (FTMP) b y Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory, Collins are present ly being tested
u ►d evaluated by the developers, Thew two
, omputer architectures differ basically rn the
iI ►ethod of handling faults: the SIFT relying
mainly on ±oftware algorithms for fault
detection and recovery, while the FTMP relies
oil implementation. The computers
havS a probability of failure design goal equal to
10 , and can sustain two major failures.

'Normal operation of tl ►e computers Is twiny
ovaluatod In preparation for injection tests to
include verification of tl ►e instruction set, the
Internal and external bus communications, and
behavior of %he executive operating system
software

L. Dove, 3681 (534 02 13)

A Digital Inw, rated Automatic Landing
System (DIALS) has been developed The
DIALS design permits an aircraft to
simultaneously perform Iocallzer and glideslope
captures, flv short finals, and execute precise
flares to touchdown points located with easy
access to high speed runway errs. Tile DIALS
control algorithms provide the capability for
capturing and tracking steep glldeslolhes
m—lectable from 30 to 60. DIALS operations are
performed automatically and use estimates of
turbulence, steady winds, arid wind shear
conditions In the aircraft control algorithms

A D I ALS differs from current autoland
systems employexf In commercial aircraft in that
it Is a digitally designed, Integrated system The
digital der:Ign prorrss takes the flight control
computer update rate Into ac o not in selecting
control gains. To achieve an intoorated design,
the total system performance and control
requirements were defined it a unified set of
equations and then, using modern control
theory, all tile system gains were determined
sirnoltaneously, taking into account tile total
effects of multiple control commands oil
various modes of aircraft motion. In current
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designs the yams for each control actuator are
determined essentially independently of each
other and entirely new ccrstrol algorithms are
used for different fl i ght maneuvers such as
glideslope tracking a ►d flare. By using an
integrated cuntrol algorithm, DIALS requires
few gain changes during the capture, track, aril
flare maneuvers. In ;-ddrt ►on DIALS Iras
incorporated several practical constraints such as
a conventional crab/decrab maneuver to enhance
pilot monitoring cal ►abrlity and an automatic
trim feature to reduce the effects of uncertainty
and off nominal conditir .

The DIALS has demonstrated excellent
performance io extensive ground bdsed
simulation stuJ ► es which include nonhnedr
aircraft aerudyna ,n ►cs, wind models, and deta ► lod
sensor noise models including a rnoJel of the
Time Referenced Scanning Beam Microwave
Landing System used for landing guidance.
Based on this perto(n ►ance the DIALS is oerr ►g
rmplernented on the TCV B 737 for flight test
to gather data !or perforn ► ance evdludtion and
further system development.

Richard M. Hueschen, 3350 (534 04.13)

Improved Cockpit Instrumentation for Transport Operations

The research and development of electronic
display concepts that will improve pilot
instrumentation for the approach to-landing task

in low visibility have been conducted ir, both
simulation and flight. Comouter ba.'!,4
perspective runway images combined with

l	 ^
l

Cockpit display for transport operations
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primary altitude (includiliq flight path tipple)
Information tilt A Cathoele ► av Ilibr allow vurved
Clow u ► dpprlwoches umdel u ►stitiment f1 1111 ruler
Coliditlolls. Computel aug,rn'llied Colltfol of
flttllnt pall ► ;Ingle cumbultel With an integrate)
disinlay allows inure 11ee • 1se Itat• kmp till an
t4pproach, vet itellnles hiss lmlot phyitcal
Will k limit

Timditionally, electromechanical and
eltwim me attitude director indlcAtors (F A00
have been catitmed ,ttio ut lilt, pitch attitude of
the aircraft. Wltlt Increasing use of
tack oriented map displays mitt f ADI's
cootaimmg floilill 11,1111 .111 411e .1 ('rite ► nitt-tleat► t ll

of ovetdll infot' ► latiorn Cam lie achieved by
cente ► mg the f ADI about We flight I ,etlt dngle
presentill ►ott, Ill@ advanlatles of lilt- display
itxemtrrl ►g were conll11uel by test pilots It
simulation tests, Without dmilatfatlon in flight
pail ► tlackuttl lit t1 ►t • ,edses tin physic al wtnkload
Amoo l; imable ilmpiover ems welt, the tedut•t'tl
display • lemem motion during turl ►tulent
conditions, vasit't cwrelatioslls between map d11d
EADI, dno, Cenlerint) of Imme interest
infofn ►aliom

the Afec:s of the recenlming Of the display
fotn!al are iltusliated in the figure lot an
ap111otwil to I411duul condition with a crosswind
I ►lesee,t. Nile lilt , subtle dlltlnmenl effects Of the
ILS mdlcatuls with the extended centellitie ,nod
flight path angle.

G G Sttnnmetr, 234.1 (5144 um 13)

Statistical Methodologies for
Airport Capacity in
Mission Simulations

Thr development of statistical I Viet hodologles
fur studitis to quantify the elleeets of v.lttous
subsystem Chanties oft ,mtport caia'riIit's 11.4% been
completed I11e methodoltxl ►e's ale dmntei
specificalIV at the utililat► on tit the Lar ►glt► y
Mission Orittmed Terminal Area Simulator
(MOTHS), which flt-vbly combines "litr►
at,craft" (actual flight crews in simulated and/or
teal	 flight)	 and simulated aircraft
(computer driven aircraft), with appropriate
mixes of tvl1es and equipage, In it it-, high
density air traffic contiol envuomnt•• i B ased tin
a Collrelittialiled Capacity motiel at the
mathetmatical level, 1110 statistical 111401hotlologies
allow effective and ecollomtc.1l statistical
comparisons of the non Gaussian system
ill VAsu ► rs	 f to Ill	 these	 very	 1.11ge

molts nian/system stutties. The litplre provides a
Coml ► mmin of ex1 ►erume►► l 1411111lt- site Iteµuueai
to resolve a Callat'liv C114119e' Willi 9 1 ) twicertt
confulet" tot se veial traffic cootrol ptixvdurtts
Theist results are baser,( out previously published
.lata iftll.tn ►p delivery at•cutdcy lot the an
t1ilftic control t ►► tx •tetlolm muttcaltki

R. L. Bowles, 3304	 1531 X 13)
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Crew Training for Aircraft
Advanced Displays and
Controls Research

T' ►r Tetmmial Confitlttirtt \r11ltle (TCV)
I'l o lt.tm .11 1 anglev lids it net lot cunduc11tng
oiler dung systetms i t-st-at ch fit aircraft of the
future. Simulations utilizing advar.ced aircraft
dlsplaylcontiul systems su11p0111 these resedtCII
sluthos. In ul(tt't to expand lilt- ,r111rsrnl,ihun tit
111@ pilot community and supplement the loaded
11un ► lx'l of ay .ulable 111101111, rontnm'ict,ll pilots
m"t, suutlht .1s expeimiental sublects. A tiamintl
etxrtse was nect-ssary lu prel ►are the co11mmetcidl
pilots tut lilt- advamceol cockpit presentations
.111(1 flitiht systems. This need wits sdtisfieei
(Illo glt development of 11 m ►lulli nte(Iid training
progidtm consistent With TCV iesimich
objectivim

Till , training proxpam consists t it manuals,
audlo slittr 11lesentdliuns, computer 1141sed
eetlucation coxutses, did in•simuldtot training. A
Cc, Ise developt-d lot 1111, elivilronic attitude
dilee• tor mthcator has te em in use durintl tile'
past year, and two adtmiondl coutsrs will
tre • on ► r .1vailatilr this wr111r1

?t;



III aeklition to the aelvalwed concepts
lnrparatioti training of the commercial pilot
pool, sm-eral spinoff hellefits have resulted.
These spinoIIs include the framing and
expanetvd education of engineers and technician
Involved in or desiring to support TCV research.
In addition, a joint NASA/Navy test pilot
School program is underway wf ►rre students are
trained on the TCV systems, thus allowniq lot
better dissemination of technical information to
the military. Finally, the course niateiidls and
device. havr proved ter he excellent uxnces for
Iweefing the aviation communities it reeµerd to
TCV advanced display/Control systems and
operatlnel syslenls technolotiv.

The training program and accompanying
material are available at Langley. The
inttoductory studies, traeninq, and research are
normally conducteri at the Center, onct, an
applicdlit is accepted inter the protildnn.

PLATO ternimids and PLATO Learning
Centers 11ocated nationwide as part of Control
Dala Corporation's NATO Educational System)
can 1W used to nxess 11113 pl o(1r am for
familiarization and demonstrations after
ananileme nts are made with Langley,

.laces ► Houck, 2981 1534 (A 13)

Optimum Vertical Flight Profiles

To the commeiciii an Carrier, reduction in
fuel usatle nle,ils Induction in operating costs
anef an lllervased pruht ntdnjul. Incrrasnul labor
costs alld p e cities oil air travel time nidke it
etesiiable to nunirnize flight tittle. These f.w.tors
have motivated the search lot a flexible concept
fill gerietatuler a vertical reference plotile which
mmimezes the total cost (fuel and timer) of an
operation between two airports. Langley has
efeveloped two computer pralrams that will
form the hasis for the desitin of an onboard
lhght nlanagrrnent COWept that will enable the
Night crew, while airborne, to conlputt' and
execute chint'jes mthe flight profiles due lu
change in weather conditions or final
destination. The first program (OPTIM) it:
capable of minimizing fuel usaele, flight time, or
a combination of these variables (direct
operating costs). Sensitivity studies will
determine the variation in the optimum vertical
profile as a function of variations in wind,
takeoff weight, and range to destination. Fuel
and time costs will he varied to study their
effect on total cost .lnd profile definition. The

second progi ern ITRAGEN) simulates the,
vertical 1ldlectoly of all aerrraft coninlallded to
follow the reference path output from the
OPT IM program.

Samuel A Morello, 36?1	 (S34 (1.1 13)

Composite Components for
Commercial Aircraft

Five shipsets of B 121 conlj ►osite elevators,
designed and fabricated Miller the AiiCIdll
Energy Efficient Composites program, wete
installed on commercial transport aircraft
I ►etween February and May. FAA certification
Of this ciamposntt' SeCOndary siltiCtural
Component was issued in Cercenihei 1979.
Twelve DC 10 compwsite rudders are now in
flight service with an accumulation of 112,334
flight hours, the high time rud : ►r has 16,688
hours. Flight check out of the L 1011 coml ►e►stle
aileron has been compleled and certification is
expected in November 1980. Flight check out of
the first nleatiunl printery conil ►osite colliponenl
(8 737 hoi!tontal stal direr) was completed in
September The L 1011 vertical fin full site
ground test articles have been successfully
lahricated and fully assembled The DC 10
vertical fin ground test stub box helm has been
assembled and significant advances have also
been made m the labrication of parts for the
fill size articles.

Herman L. Bohon, 3081 (53403 13)

Laminar Flow Control (LFC)
Technology

Low speed wind tunnel tests have liven mdele
Of hoeindaty layer suction through woven
stainless stek, l porous surfaces of two different
9e011lett it's and through en electron beam
Per f of ated titanium surface. Both porous
coil lclulations evidenced sufficient inherent
surface smoothness to permit attainment of the
design extent of laminar flow at conditions
aPProachenq flight values. The design extent of
lalllill,ir flow Was also attained With %tictiorl
through election-Now Pmforatlons of .1 size
smaller than any heretofore attainable.
Low speeei wind tunnel tests of a full scale
leading edge wing section with suction slots have
denlonstrateti that liquid election through slots
Ill the stagnation region is effective in preventinq

.0
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accumulation of insect residue oil 	 critical
leading edge region and have provided
quantitative data oil flow Idles. In the
, ►red of LFC Aeslgn tOOls, a new dpproac:h to the
dndlysis of suction through porous strips versus
a continuous suction surtace Is in agreement
Willi Pxpe ► m ► ellt In that 5 to 10 percent n ► o► e
suction is i ► redicted, wind tunnel lechnulueS for
flow vi$udlilati011 of Tollinren Schlichting waves
and for simulation Of swept Willy CFOs$ flow
hdvP been developed; and Initial analvses of
Goertler Instabilities (title to concave surface
curvdlure) Indicate that tart ►e an ►ounts of
IOCall/ed suction are requned to control 1110
(fist tit beince growth and that the surface pressure
gradiem has a strung inflt —rice on the suction
requuenlents.

R n W,itlner ?114!)	 (53401 131

Energy Efficient Transport

A multi disciplined mvestitiation of the
llltPgrdttrcl application of active COnlnnls to a
current technology commlercial transport
indicates that d rP(fuction In fuel consumption
Of g ► edler thdrl lU percent call 	 achieved using

this OVSign dppFOd0l. In service flight ev,Iluatiuns
of selected coatings dpplltKi to the slats and
horitontdl tali of a B 127 showed that
polyurethane coatings were effective In reefuCing
rain erosion ddnlage to aircraft Ieatefinq edge
seer faces. Analysis , ► ne1 wined tunnel tests of
winglets on d DC 10 have nntliCateed fuel
reductions of 3 to 5 percent. Slight decreases In
DC 10 fluf • dr speed with winglets have also been
Identified in wind tunnel studies, however,
structural stiffening of the wing could restore
the flutter nldrgul with only d rllinur weight
lwna+lty. Wind tunnel Investigations show that ,I
10 percent it- duration in ft. !1 consumption can be
achieved with high aspect ratio supercritical
wuu{S within the design Constrdl ► ts ImpOSed by
an ddvdnced technology medium range
transport. Wind ttinnel investigations of the
installation of A long duct ndcelle nudrfICdIIOII
to the DC 10 production engine have provided
file confidence that tills inSidliatlon can be
achieve(1 with mininunl interference draq
{x,nalty. Analytical studies have shown that
when winglets are Includexd In the Initial wing
design cycle, all 	 wing winglet design
call a 1 percent Increase I1 return on
Investment with Iesteft to do advanced design
without winglets.

R. V. Hood, 2396 (534 02 13)

Thermal Protection Systems for
Advanced Winged-Entry Vehicles

The impdcl of aerothermostrueture design
integration on thermal Protection system (TPS)
mass fur a control conIIqureel
single sldge to orbit launch vehicle has heed
examined. Four basic categories of TPS were
considered: reusable sui face u ►sulation ( RSI ),
nx+tallic hot structure, Metallic standoff, and
hvhrld system (RSI I ► the but ste1,1l1.ItiOn regions
.met n ►etalhc standoff in We cooler areas). Entry
trdleCtones were generated which were tdilorexd
SpeClfiedlly to each TPS concept I1 terms of
total heat Iodd and peak heat rate and subject

to all n.mi. cross range constraint. These
traloctories were used with an delOdVIIdmic
heatingitheinlal analysis prugrdrn lu (11eternlule
tl• e centerline TPS requirements, dssumung
lanunar flow. Results Indicate that for an
almninum structure either the RSI or the hybrid
TPS ( RSI Hene' 41 nletdlliC standoff), each
coupled with the appropriate trajectory, has the
px)tentidl to yield the IOWeSI Mdss system.
Howevet, tine metallic standoff systems could Ire
quite competitive if possible reductions ul panel
mld%$e's indicated by the ongoing rewarch at
l an(ilev C,►n he real/ed. Results also show
SubSldlltial Inds% penalties dSSex.rdtex) Willi
use of nonopliinunl entries for any of the TPS
concepts considered. The Impact of the
utilirateon of structural Ildte ► Idls with highPr
temperature capabilities thdn dlunlinunl Was also
investigated. Significant mass reduction appear%
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- — MIIALLIC HO1 11RUCTURi
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to be dvaelahle threxr911 the Use of such
materials. Antong the materials examined,
tlraphite/polyrrmde seems to have the potential
to yield the oteitest mass ► etituehon, l ►drtldlly
through reduced TPS re ►elumemeots and I ►artially
through reetuced structural muss.

heat shield mass lop rates for the currently
defined Sdturn entry are small compared with
values for a Jupiter entry.

E. V. Zoliy, 2707 1506 51 231

h,ithryn E Ww%tei 3911 (50G 51 131

Thermal Analysis for Saturn Entry
A pit-i immy analysis of the at,iotlivinwl

environment 0v4'r a Sdturn entry 111064' has hewn
conducted based oil defrrteel entry
conditions from the Jet Propulsion Laboial,)r
The nominal ti.11e ctoi y Is hdsed ort d 45X"
S,thencdlly blunted cone entering lire Saturn
atmosphere, 0.89/0.11 W2 

N4'
 yds mixture, at a

relative entry velocity of 7.8 knit/s with a 300
relative entry angle. Off nominal conditions were
cortsidere ►cl to study the effe•ctt of changes In
entry velocity dnd dtmospheric gas comlIosition.

The study d4'hned the primary heal transfer
mode for heat shield design, Investigated effects
of nonequlllbr ill III Chemistry, duel dellneated
Some problem areas for future ste ► durs.
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The results showed that the ionimant
heating mmle for nominal entry conditions is
convection rather than radiation. Due to the
importance of convective (teat transfer, a
realistic selection of d transition criterion from
laminar to turbulent flow may he critical for
Saturn thermal studies. For certain off nominal
conditions, radiative hedt transfer can be
important and there is some uncertainty in the
effects of nonequihbnum chemistry oil .radiative
heat transfer. The heat transfer and resultinti

Fatigue delamination of
Composite Materials

Recent resedrCII dt Langley has led to d
method to predict conditions that lead to the
onset of delamination. Under relwate d high
loads, structural materials eventually weaken and
fall by fatigue. This is tree even for fatigue
resistant composite materials like
grap,tire'ehoxy, which is maele from stacked
layers of graphite fillers embedded in all
matrix The fibers in adjacent layers are
orientated in different directions, delwiMing
upon the desired strength characteristics. A
common failure mmle nt gial,hll4''epoxy is
delamination between plies. The strain energy
released during deldnunation was found to be a
material constant, G c (see figure) An analysis,
hased upon this parameter, resulted ut the
simple mivation shown. It predicts the critical
value of strain ,1t the onset of delamination. The
other variables ill equation are easily
dealerminevt ELA1y► Is the n l̂ dteridl StIffnesS with
no del,lmination; E' is the stiffness after the
laminate has completely separated into two
trams (total elel,lmindtion along one inte ► 1ace).
Both ELAM dnd P are found from a
straightforward application of laminate theory.
The thickress, t, is the laminate thickness. After
GC is found from some simple tests, it can he
used to predict the strain at delamination onset
Ill il y dl ► hite epoxy for any combination of ply
layup or laminate thickness, as the figure
illelstr dies.

T. K. O'Brien, 3011 (506 53 53)
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Analytical Sizing of
Insulated Structures

tile achievement of lighter designs which opridite
at lower tent{1e+ rater ex Where' structure strength
is higher

H, M Adelman. 3155 (506 53 531
The bend u1 conlempulaiv design practice

for fhglnt structures underyuutg high heatntg
associated with aUnlosphefic reentry is 110
mininme the mass of the structure as well as its
thermal pr0tet'lron sys1r111 (ntsulahon ► . Tuwaidt
11116 endt, lanyley has dteveloIWJ a prOCrdure 101
obtaining minimum mass designs of insulated
structural Itanels. The panels are 4haracterized a:
consisting of a structural Idyer ,11141 an 411111111811011
(aver Tile panels are 10dd1ed by a yenefal .et of
mpl,Ine faces applied to the structural laver mid
a Lillie dellendent tentpefattire applied to the
outer sulfac.e of lilt , insulation layer.
Tenlliewitat! and stress histories u1 the+ panel are
obtained by air 	 analysis, itnd
dieter mutation of the insulation and) structural
thicknesses Is I1e1 lilt nled by ClastiCal
optimization techniques The computerized!
{vcx•edure is intemlerd for prelimmady design
ralcu!dtions, to vvaluatc Ittatetials fdzr specified
applications, duet to pe001111 p.eranteter studies.
The proctiti l a has heen applied to design
calculations to evaluate the efficiency of a
varrety Of structural matefialx under combutetl
heating and mechanical loads.

The present procedure Is a departure front,
arn1 potentially d signihc:int impluve11ient over,
conventional design practice, wherein it is
assuntedt that ttte minimum mass structure is one
which operates at its maxlnium use temperature.
In the present proce414ire 110 such assumpt1011 is
matte The result 411 iel,i-titg the assumption is

ti K1
r

110

It)

u	 •t.s	 1 %	 -!0	 is	 -to
LOAD, Nx, MWM

contpar ison of methdxis based oil 	 at
allowable tem11e1artite for Lockallov

Metallic Thermal Protection S i!;jm
A ptoimsmg metallic therms protection

system ITPS) cotwept called "multiwall" ties
emergett front conceptual design studies at
I :mgley. Multlwell consists of discrete tiles
which have 11itiltiple laveas of dtimple.t foil
c►trtnecte d together dimple to dimple. The TPS is
currently peo{losed as part Of the orbiter

eapemilent IOEX) 11rea{iam. and is under study
as an alternate Or second generation TPS for the
Shuttle. The OEX program will evaluate the
of ir: tiverlr ss 0f multiwall for Shuttle Orbiter
application. A Idx • ation was selected where the
imiximum seetface temlerature is about 800 K
so tIvt tiles could be made from titanium.

Titanium multiwall tiles have been fabricatthl
and were ret•entl^ tested 111 the l anglev 8 foot
high tt+ mp-natdtre + shuctures tunnel. The tiles are
designed lot a location oil fuselage
center line slightly forward of the pilot s
windshield, and have a mass of 3.7 kg /m ? and it
thickness of 1.9 cm. The mass and thickn e ss are
cun111a ► able to the current low temperature
reustble surface 111sulati0rt which is sited) by
aerodynamic fairing iather than by thermal
considerations. The results of the tests indicated)
11111110 ► design changes and fabrication
mudtificallons are retIuiredl However, the tiles
sustallied the aerolher 111,11 environment and
performed their thermal protection function.

Metallic thermal protection systenls

X)



Shuttle Tile Analysis Improved

the strdu ► Isolation pad (SIP) material used
to attach reusable surface Insuldtron (RSI) tiles
to the Spdce Shuttle Orbiter metallic substrate
exhibits significant nonlinear stress strain
behavior. Until recently, ihuttle tiles were
structurally analysed assuming the SIP
responded its it elastic material. A more
accurate structural analysis was recently
developed at Langley In which thi s SIP material
is treated as nonlinear usury it polynomial
representation for the stress strain relationship.
Parametric studies usinq this analysis have shown
significant differences between linear and
nonlinear solutions for the displacement and
RSI/SIP interface stress magnitude for
representative shuttle TPS cases. An
experimental program established the validity of
the nonlinear analysis. Results for displacement
response to an eccentrically applied tension load
are shown in the figure. The displacement

response for t1 ►e RSI measured dt point A
compares favorably with the nonlir ►edr dnalysrs
The new structural analyses method will improve
understandiny of how the tiles behave under
uperdtiOndl conditions.

J. G. Williams, 3524 (506 53 33)
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High-Power Lasers for Space Applications

In future decades a number of space
missions will require large amounts of energy.
There are considerable advantages in supplying
this energy in concentrated form over long
distances from a central power station.
High power lasers are ideal devices for such
purposes because of their directabelity and small

beam spreading. Moreover, only solar or
nuclear powered laser systems seem realistic for
space applications since they alone have the
potential for long term, closed system operation.

The pumping of gas lasers by charged
particles from nuclear reactions has been
investigated at Langley for a number of years.
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One of the major goals has been to lermonst ► ate
high power direct nuclear excited lasing,
sl ►ecifrcally at the kilowatt level This qoal was
recently achievedf by usniq a 3 He Ai mixture in
the multipath box Idser configuration shown
schematically in the figure. The iaser beam is
Tflecied hack and forth through the excited
3He At qds creating higher power laser output.
Lasing was also dccomp4shed for the first time
with a volume {lumped He CO nuclear system,
which has been proposed as d IMential
high I ►ower Idser that can be ol ►eratP(J with good
off ic► ency.

The tint major goal of the Langley
solar pumped laser proyrdni has recently been
accomplished, namely, the completion of the
research facility (solar simulator) for testing
proposed solar pumped laser systems.
Experiments are now underway for evaluating
C 3 F 7 1 and other mixtures is viable solar list- r
candidates

W. F Meador, 3781 Q)06 55 13)

New Tunable Diode Lasers for

Heterodyne Spectrometry of Gases

Tunable semicunductor diode lasers are
finding Increased applications in ultrafine gas
spectroscopy. monitoring of air pollutants and
automotive exhaust emissions, high sensitivity
analysis of trace yaws in gas mixtures, and
more recently in laser heterodyne spectrometer
systems for remote upper atmosphere analysis.
The continued expansion of the application of
the tunable diode laser has been the result of
continued Improvement of the laser
characteristics.

Recently, a NASA funded effort at MIT has
made a significant contribution to the
continudtion of the Improvement of tunable
diode laser characteristics. For the first time a
buried heterostructure laser has heen successfully
realized in the Pb1 xSnxTe'PbTe1 x$ex materials
system. This advancement has resulted in the
achievement of continuous laser action of these
devices routinely for temperatures in excess of
80 K and in some instances as high as 120 K. A
very important parameter for laser heterodyne
applications is longitudinal mode control of the
local oscillator (laser diode). At 80 K these
buried heterostructures lasers have exhibited
single longitudinal mode ol)eration for drive
currents as high as 6 times the value necessary
for the onset of laser action. Values for the
onset of laser action (continuous) at 80 K as

low as 6U mA have been achieved with this new
device. This is the lowest value observed to date
for any tunable lead salt laser oI)eFdtinq at d
wavelength of 9 micrometers ancf a tenil ►erature
of 80 K.

This work lids provided a new class of
tunable diode lasers for use in air pollution
monitoring systems and remote upper
atmospheric sensing systems.

Carl J. Magee, 3418 (506 56 13)

Infrared Laser for Remote Sensing

The key component in developing a tunable,
high performance heterodyne receiver to meet
future NASA remote sensing progrdms IS the
laser local oscillator. Several I R gas lasers
including the CO2, CO, and N2O lasers have
demonstrated high heterodyne efficiency;
however, their discrete tenability restricts their
use to chance coincidences with frequencies of
interest. Semiconductor diode lasers have wide
tunability but operational complexities
associated with cryogenic requirements, the need
for external frequency identification and
control, and laser mode competition problems
must be overcome with incredsed systems
complexity.

A new local oscillator approach nanied the
Microwave Tunable Idser Source (MTLS) is
being investigated at Langley and has been
demonstrated to hdve some impressive operating
chardcteristics over signiiicant portions of the
intermediate IR. The MTLS utilizes a wideband
(10 GHz) electro optic modulator to generate
tunable sidebands oil gas laser carrier. The
MTLS shares several attractive features with the
gas laser, namely high absolute frequency
accuracy and stability, room temperature
operation, and good beam quality. In addition,
When used with CO2 isotope lasers the MTLS
has a calculated spectral coverage exceeding 50
percent in the Important 9 to 12 uni
atmospheric window. Heterodyne experiments
performed with the MTLS indicate a heterodyne
efficiency comparable to that of the gas laser.

Glen Sach%v, 7791 (506 61 541

FILE Aircraft Flight Results
The feature identification and location

experiment (FILE) represents a stet) toward the
development of an Earth pointing tracker which
can track preselected boundaries. The FILE
itself Is designed to automatically, and in real
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R. G. Wilson, 3856 1506 61 73)

Typu..jl FILE output
.111

time. class-fv scee ► m into the fair categories of
vegetation, water, bare earth, and the combwed
category of snow/clouds/ice. The classification is
based on the pixel by pixel ratio of the outputs
of two charge coupled device cameras which
view the scene through narrow band filters at
0.63 and 0.85 mm. The FILE har.fware is one of
tf ► e experiments on the Shuttle OFT 2 flight. In
a precursor aircraft flight durinq 1980,
prototype hardware was flown and preliminary
data obtained f or assessment. Further data are
being obtained over yround truth sites to assess
the ultimate capabilities of the system.

LHS Optical Receiver

Langley has developed an optical receiver
design concept for the Laser Heterodyne
Spectrometer (LHS). This development
demonstrated for the first time the feasibility of
using a tunable diode laser (see figure) as a local
oscillator in the optical receiver of the LHS arid
represents a significant improvement in
state of the art optical receivers. This
achievement permits Langley to proceed in its
application of the LHS to stratospheric gas
species measurement experiments.

Experimental aril theoretical investigations
performed by this team showed that tunable
diode lasers, when properly fabricated and
utilized, can form the basis of heterodyne
optical receivers which have a spectral resolution
an order of magnitude higher than conventional
spectrometers. Also, the team demonstrated that
the overall instrument performance can yield
vertical profiles of trace gas species which are of

great Importance to the UpIwr Atmosl ►herrc
Hesearch Program at Langley.

S J. Katzberg, 3661 150661 53)

Tunable diode lasers

Electrostatically Controlled
Membrane Reflectors

The Large Space Systems Technology
Program is sponsoring the technology
development of electrostatically controlled
membrane (ECM) reflectors. The need for high
precision reflectors with significant supporting
structures to meet stiffness requirements and
surface accuracy demands for optical and
millimeter wave applications has :eeen studied.
Extensive testing at Langley has focused on
reducing the reflector's mass by reducing its
thickness until It becomes a membrane. A 40 to
60 kilovolt power source on five concentric rings
has achieved an acceptable level of distortion as
determined by measuring surface control.
Research activities have concentrated upon the
ECM because of its relationship to the NASA
Microwave Radiometer Satellite (MRS). This
Earth-oriented measurements mission will
provide valuable geophysical daia through
passive microwave radiometry. An MRS with
high spatial resolution has applications for.
communications (electronic mail), global crop
forecasting (soil moisture sensing), and
atmospheric research (radio telescope).
Additional missions include long range weather
forecasting and environmental monitoring, such
as ocean temperature and salinity shifts, coastal
zone parameters, and total ecosphere evaluation.
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A Slwttle launched MRS W illett" dnlennd will
perform these mission requirements. Tests weir
designed and conducted oil fabricated
4.88 m diameter electrostatic n ► embrane
reflector. The feasibility of forming a h ► gl ► ly
reflective, structurally taut, precisely controller;
surface by electrostatically cl ►arged voltage has
been demonstrated at the Langley Research
Center.

R. L. Ja ynes, Jr., 4606 (542 0113)

Space and Terrestrial
Applications

Cloud Cover Analysis Methodology

Quantification of the effects of clouds on
the Earth s radiation budget is an important step
toward understanding the influence of clouds on
the Earth's chmate. A comprehensive system of
technmques has been formulated to observe the
temporal and spatial variability of cloud
radiation parameters from geostationary satellite
visible (0.5 0.7 poi) and infrared window 110.5

12.5 pmt radiance measure•ents Simultaneous
visible and infrared data are analyzed with an
energy balanced, bispectral method. The
affective cloud amount for a given measurement
may be found through a simple calculation
involving the appropriate values provided by the
clear sky and cloud models Models which
provide clear sky visible brightness values were
developed empirically with a minimum
brightness technique. These models account for
the variation of reflected radiation as a function
of the satellite viewing and solar zenith angles
for d given region. Similarly, an empirical
reflectance model for optically thick clouds was
derived from maximum ob ,.erved brightness
values. The effective cloud top temperature for
the region is computed with a sing le equation
utilizing the mean total infrared measurement,
effective cloud amount, and the mean effective

surface teml»ratures of file region. Effective
surface temperature is determined from infrared
measurements corresponding to visible
mwasurements which indicate clear skies. When
only infrarol data are available, a th ► esl ►old
technique is used to estimate cloud cover. A
surface infrared tooling model was develolwl
un ►poically to provide hourly effective surface
temperatures in this situation. All
window channel measurements are adjusted with
a 1 1 0 pm hunt) darkening model. This model was
derived tlworet ►cdlly from the results of
radiative transfer computations.

E. F Harrison, 2977 (146 1006)

Remote Sensor Demonstration

A team of NASA scientists and engineers
participated in do Envi ronmental Protection
Agency field experiment to study the formation
and transformation of air pollutants u ► regional
and urban air masses. The experiment, Persistent
Elevated Pollution Episodes and Northeast
Regional Oxidant Study, included the combi:raid
efforts of several U.S. and Canadian agencies
during the period from mid July to raid August
1980.

NASA was involved to demonstrate how
remote sr'nsor lf"ClifloloJ4,^r Could Contribute to
the scientific understanding of regional air
pollution problems. The major NASA
contribution ► .as the first airborne remote
measurements of atmospheric mixing layer
height a,td 03 layering on a regional scale. The
Langley developed ultraviolet differential
absorption War flew 14 ►nissions aboard the
Wallops Flight Center Electra aircraft to measure
aerosol backscatter for mixing height

determination, as well as ozone distribution in
the mixing layer. Also onboard was the high
slwctral resolution lidar developer) by the
University of Wisconsin under contract to
Langley which measured aerosol and molecular
backscatter coefficients. The JPL developed laser
absorption spectrometc. also flew 14 missions
and measured total ozone burden. In addition,
NASA made (round based meteorological ozcne
measurements with the JPL scanner microwave
system and the Langley tethered balloon.
Airborne in situ measurements for remote sensor
truth data arid correlation were taken and
geostationary meteorological satellite imagery
was used for real-time experiment planning.

R. J. Bendura, 2486 1146 20 10)
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Measurements of Ozone and
Aerosol Profiles

The If remote measurements of
t ►oposphwie ozone and aerosol profiles were
obtained with the Langley airborne Differential
Absorption LJdar (DIAL) system during flight
tests between May 22 ar ►d June 6, 1980. The
DIAL system was operated in a nadir mode
from the Wallops Flight Center Electra aircraft
operating at a nominal altitude of 3.2 km. An
instrumented Cessna 402 aircraft provided in
situ correlative ozone measurements during four
flights in the vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay.
The DIAL measurements of ozone are within 13
percent of the in situ values obtained with the

Cessna. Important scientific investigations of
regional and global ozone production, transport,
and destruction can be conducted with the
remote profiling capability of the airborne DIAL
system.

Aerosol backscatter profiles were also
Obtained oil flights. These measurements
show distinct features which indicate the
location of stable layers in the atmosphere. The
thickness of the boundary layer as determined
from these measurements agreed with in situ
measur1r—Cnts of temperature and dew point.
Boa.indary layer and tropospheric dynamics can
be studied using the aerosol distribution
information available from the airborne DIAL
system.

The airborne DIAL system can provide the
necessary high resolution, synoptic data on
ozone arid to dramatically increase our
ability to study tropospheric ozone on a
regional scale and provide the large scale
coverage required for investigating global
budgets of ozone and aerosols.

E. V. Browell, 2576 (146 20 10)

The Global Methane Cycle

The chemical composition of the Earth's
atmosphere is profoundly different from what it
would be if it were determined only by lifeless
geochemical forces. As our understanding of
sources arid sinks of atmospheric gases such as
CO2, N20, and CH 4 has advanced in recent
years, it has become increasingly apparent that
the biosphere is a primary factor controlling
atmospheric chemistry. A research program at
Langley seeks to quantify the linkage between

the ecology of methane production and the

global cycle of this trace gas which is critical to
both chemical and radiative transfe, processes in
the Earth's atmosphere.

Methane is produced by methanogenic
bacteria living in habitats devoid of oxygen. The
major areas of anaerobic habitat on the Earth
and in contact with th! atmosphere are wetland
ecosystems such as swamps, past bogs, and
flooded agricultural soils le.g., rice fields).
Wetland habitats are perhaps the IT m
vulner ible ecosystem on Earth to the stress of
economic dwieloprnent pressures. Swamps are
being drained for agricultural developm Pnt and
prat bogs are becorning increasingly :inportant
as a potential energy source. Thus, our present
state of knowledge leads to several critical
unanswered questions. How important are
various types of wetland ecosystems as a source
of global atmospheric methane? What are the
major physical factors which determine the
temporal and spatial character of methane
emissions from wetlands to the atmosphere ? Wiil
the loss of wetland habitat on a global scale lead
to changes in the global properties of the
atmosphere?

Langley results obtained by a detailed
investigation of rrnethane emissions from the
Great Dismal Swarmp, Virginia, demonstrate a
large seasonal variability in methane production
rates which is highly correlated with the
decomposition cycle of forest leaf debris arid
levels of soil moisture. Such data are critical to
the development of a strategy for assessing
linkages between the biosphere and atmosphere
on a global scaie.

R C. Harriss, 3645 (146 20 10)
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Trace Gases Increase Sulfate

Formation on Carbon Surfacer

The oxidation of S02 to uulfstes on the
surface of carbon particles has been studied in
the presence of several atmospheric trace
oxidants N20, NO, NO2, 03, alxl H2O2
Carbon particles are, of course, present in the
atmosphere in the forth of soot. The results
obtained. :heretore, have applicability to the
phenomenon of acid rain, a major constituent of
which is sulfate.

The trace gases N20 alxd NO have been
found to have no significant effect on the
oxidation of S02 on carbon. However, NO2,
03, and H 202 have been fourxl to significantly
increase the conversion of S02 to Sulfates on
carbon The yields of sulfates produced when
S02 and NO2, 03, or H 2O2 in a nitrogen
carrier react oil particles exceed those
produced when S02 drxl air react oil
particles, even when the concel tration of the
trace oxidants is as low as 70 parts per billion.
Sulfate formation is further increased when the
trace ga" are humidified or whin they are
bubbled into a susl ►enson of carton in liquid
water

Ddvicd R. Schryer, 2818 (146 20 10)

Chesapeake Bay Plume Studies

The 1980 Chesapeake Bay Plume Studies
were a 101111 endeavor of the Northeast Fisheries
Center of the Ndt1011J1 Marine Fisheries Services
of NOAA aril the NASA Langley Research and
Wallops Flight Centers. Universities alxd state
Jgencies with an interest In the Chesapeake and
Delawdre 8ays Jlsu participated with the
collection of sea truth data, ship surveys, and
water column analyses.

The central focus of the studies is the
question: How Carl synoptic surface maps
provided by state of -the art remote sensors be
integrated with detailed water column data
provided by slips to ch,lractenre physical,
chemical, and biological properties of a highly
dynamic estuarine plume and its interaction
with Continental shelf waters?

Three experiments, each involving multiple
missions, were conducted in March, June, and
October 1980 to coincide with maximum,
intermediate, and minimum freshwater input,
respectively. This was d mayor accomplishment

in that NASA rerm-le sensors with proven
capahulilies for oceanographic measurements of
temperature, salmoty, chlorophyll 1,
fluorev:ence, turbidity, and color were flown as
an Integrated system taking simultaneous data In
a sends of experiments designed around slwcihc
oceanmiraphic objectives

Janet W Campt ►ell 2871	 (14640 15)

Algae Ocean Color Spectral

Signatures

The synoptic character of remote sensing of
ocean color changes caused by pollution is of
particular interest in assessing environmental
quality. Langley research has shown how
laboratory generated spectral signatures can he
used to Interpret this remotely sensed data.

Ocean fronts related to ocean processes and
algae blooms Indicating productivity of the
fisheries are areas where remote stwctral sensing
can make significant contributions. Continuing
Investigations at Laligley provide baftic
information and datd for the interpretation of
ocean color through use of laboratory spectral
signature measurements that are related to real
ocean color.

Studies of the spectral optical Chaidcte ► istws
of three cultured, tank grown, saltwater algae
representing golden brown, blue green, dill green
phytoplankton species have been performed.
Spectral upwelling radiance and spectral sky
irradiance were measured outdoors for each
cultured algae to.-k to obtain sl ►ectr.d reflectance
curves over the 400 to 800 nm wavelength
range. Measurements were made during algae life
cycle growth to bloom and doe-off phases.

Changes in algae concentration with growth
generally gave radiance changes in intemmv
rather than color. Spectral changes were
observed in the die off phases where shifts in
spectral peaks occurred. At one stage, where
morgdnrc sediment was incrementally ddcdecl to
assess its effect on upwellmg radiance, only
Intensity increases were observed with no color
changes. Cnrresponcding samples were removed
from the tank for measurement of spectral
transmittance, algae cell count, and
concentration of chlorophyll a and suspended
solids.

The spectral radiance (reflectance) curves for
each algae were different enough to distinguish
unambiguously between the three (see figure).
The data obtained were used to predict the
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effect of each of the algae and their changes on
the remotely sensed slwctral 1 ► pwell ► ng radiance
(color) of ocean waters of several types thrmigh
application of a simplified, low altitude remote
smiting radiometric model.

This work demonstrates that laboratory
n ►easurements provide the basic information to
assess the inherent remote sensing capabilities of
e larticula ► substance in ocean waters. This type
of data arxf analysis, obtained from controlled
laboratory tests, is of use for establishing
quantitative relations between color and algae
concentration or condition

8 W. Lewis, 2065 1146 40 15)
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Spectral upwellinq radiance from three color
tykes of algae

Optical Properties of Turbid Waters

Heretofore, it has generally been accepted
that the amount of backscattered sunlight from
turbid waters is a direct measure of the amount
of suspended particulates ,n the water. While
this rule applied to four or five rivers (e.g.,
Savannah River) studied by the Langley Optical
Physics group in their November 1979 Georgia
experiment, the St. Mary's River was all
anomaly. It wai comparatively high in total
suspended parl1CUlates tr.ut had the lowest
upwelled radiance. The reason was believed to
be the presence of dissolved organic carbon
IDOC) because this river had tine highest level of
DOC of the five rivers. A laboratory simulation
of the St. Mary's River water, in the Spectral
Signature Laboratory at Langley, demonstrated
quantitatively for the first time that DOC acted

,is a strong absortw. In the presence of clay
lwrt ►culates, tl ►e r ►et effect was a reduction in
backscattered light despite large quantities of
si ►s1wixted particulates. These results are of
critical importar ►ce in develeK ► ing ren ►nte sensing
systems to provide rwtxdtxf data on mass arxf
nutrient tiansa;o► t into oceans.

Charles H. Whitlock, 2871 (146 40 15)

Aircraft Remote Sensing of
Hurricanes

A point NASA NOAA lifogia i, to obtain
microwave measuren ►ents of the sea surface
during the lassarle of a hurricane has yielded
results important to the study of hurricanes.
Instruments and scientists from Langley flew
into Hurricane Allen on August 5 and 8, 1980.
On board the NOAA C•130 Hurricane Hunter
aircraft were a stepped frequency microwave
radiometer and a steerable microwave
scatterometer, both developed at Langley. The
radiometer measures brightness temperature of
the sea surface at several frequencies, arid the
sCatterometer determines the scattering
coefficient of the sea surface at various azimuths
arid incidence angles. Penetrations were made of
Hurricane Allen at 1500 to 3000 meter
altitudes, well above the dangerous turbulent
layer near the sea surface. A second NOAA
aircraft made ncit simultaneous penetrations at
altitudes within the turbulent layer.

Preliminary data from the radiometer
yielded empirically derived rainfall rates and
wind speeds virtually identical to those obtained
in situ with the low flying aircraft. And, except
in regions of high rainfall, a first inspection of
the scatterometer data allowed estimation of
wind speeds up to 35 m sec I arid wind
direction at all wind speeds, These results may
lead to the transfer of the Langley developed
technology to NOAA for possible elimination of
the risky low altitude hurricane flights.

Plans for future years include development
of algorit:ims for improved calculation of
rai,-1fall late arid wind vector, and of an airborne
processor to allow these calculations to be made
real time. The results would then be displayed
to scientists aboard the aircraft And also
transmitted to the National Hurricane Center in
Miami.

R. F. Harrington, 3631 (146 40 05)
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Stratospheric Ozone and
Temperature Perturbations

Atmospheric Injection of chlorofluoro
owthanes ICFM's) and cartx pn dioxide ICO;i)
can cause thermal and chemical perturbations in
the stratosphere. Calculations suggest that
stratospheric temperatures and ozone (03) may
be reduced by 14 K and 30 percent,
respectively, clue to combined atmospheric CO2
aril CFM InCreasel.

An important question not heretofore
addressed is whether or not significant dynaouc
ct anyes occur as a result of such thermal
perturbations. This is important from the point
of view of understanding the impact of
ptmosphenc increases of CF M's ancf CO2 on the
stratospheric dynanuc climatolajy and on the
distribution of stratospheric trace constituents.

To resolve this question, a
Langley developed radiative convective model
was used to calculate the strdtosphenc
temperature structure for Noithein Hemisphere
wintertime at solstice conditions for latitudes
from the equator to 750N. The calculations
were carried out for ar ibient conditions, for
time dependent release scenarios for both CO2
and CFM's, and for an assurned solar flux
distribution corresponding to SOW minimum
conditions.

Results are shown on the accompanying
fiquite which illustrates temperature profiles for
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Effects on latitudinal temperature structure

60c ►N and the equator. At the equator, all the
perturbations significantly affect the
temperature structure. At 60°N, only the CO2
has an appreciable effect. This is due to thri low
values of the solar heating clue to 03 and to the
large (relative to 03) infrared cooling rate of
CO2 at the higher latitudes. The result is a
change of the stratospheric latitudinal thermal
gradient which is a determining factor in the
establisnn ► ent of the stratospheric zonal winds.
Use of the thermal wind aquation suq(jests that
the changes iihown in the figure will result in a
16 to 20 percent decrease in the stratospheric
zonal wind at 50 kni. These changes may be
significant with respect to planetary wave
configuration and, hence, minor constituent
transport. This suggests further that feedback
mechanisms may be important in estdblishing
the final perturbed state.

Linwo	 I B. Callis, Jr., 2985 (198 30 01)

Atmospheric General
Circulation/Tracer Models

A three di ►nensionai, primitive a juation,

spectral model of the tropospheric stratospheric
circulation has been developed at Ldnytey. A
separate  tracer model has beer. developed which
uses as input the field variables which nave been
previously calculated uy the circulation model.
Results obtained during a winter simulation
conducted with the circulation model
d e iiio it t r a t e good agreement with ol ►served
January npedn climatology. Results have also
been obtained for transport of a passive tracer
initially injected into the stratosphere. These
models will be used ti- study atmospheric
transport processes and to Simulate the spatial
and temporal variations of both passive and
chemically active constituents. These studies will
complement NASA satellite measurement
programs and aid in the interpretation and
analysis of the acquired data.

William L. Grose, 2039 1198 3002)

First Satellite Measurements of
Stratospheric Ozone-Nitro-gen
Chemistry

Theoretical and laboratory studies have
indicated that catalytic chemical reactions
between ozone and oxides of nitrogen could
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cause significant perturbations to stratospheric
ozone concentrations. The Limb tr` ► ,%red
Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) expt,.,,.ent
was launched onboard ti a Nimbus 7 satellite on
0( tober 24, 1978, to study the impact of
oxides of nitrogen on stratospheric ozone by
collecting and analyzing data on a global scale.
LIMS measured radiances from the Earth's limb
during both day and night which were used to
infer upper atmospheric temperature profiles
and concentrations of key chemical compouricls
that are important in the ozone nitrogen
chemistry. These measurements included ozone
10 . 1, water vapor (H2O), nitrogen dioxide
(N62), and nitric acid (HNO ). The experiment
functioned virtually without flaw over its design
lifetime of slightly more than 7 months,
returning approximately 7000 radiance profiles
per channel each day. The LIMS viewing
cteometry trom the spacecraft was such that the
experiment took measurements over about 95
percent of the Earth's surface while covering the
range from 640S to 84 u N latitude.

All radiance archive tapes from LIMS have
been placed in the National Space Sciences Data
Center archive at the Goddard Space Flight
Center, thereby making them available to the
scientific community. The on orbit indicated
precision of LIMS measurements has been
determined and extensive comparisons have been
made of LIMS parameters with data measured
by independent methods from balloons, aircraft,
and rocket underflrghts. Preliminary scientific
results show large diurnal variability for NO2,
small spatial variability in H2O, the ability of
the experiment to sound the 03 profile from 65
km down to the upper troposphere, and large
latitudinal variability in HNO3 concentrations.
This unique data set i-i providing the critical
information required to assess the im,,dct of
oxides of nitrogen in stratospheric ozone.

J. M. Russell, 2576 (655-1040)

Water Quality Monitoring System

In August 1980, Langley performed a
successtul evaluation test of an automated, in
situ, subsurface, water quality monitoring
system. The test was conducted jointly with
EPA in Lake Huron ,o demonstrate the
automated system developed by Langley.

The system is a programmable in situ
monitor that can take data from up to 10
specific water quality senscrs and control a 16

cell water sample. The system can measure and
record up to 12,000 data points completely
unattended over a period of up to 14 days.
Immediate measurements, program changes or
updates, sensor reading schedulr data retrieval,
and buoy recovery can be commanded from a
surface unit over wireless acoustic link. All
measurements, computations, and display
functions are performed automatically within
the system. Data reduction, including interactive
sensor influences, and the sorting of results up
to and including the presentation of results are
performed internally. Calibration of the
electronics instrumentation is regularly checked
by means of an automatic self test routine. All



dat.I .11e recorded In P nonvolatile rlldgnetic
lxlhhle nlevllory In the suhsulf.K •r buoy systeri
(see htIue). At the end of the deployment
pKia1, an acoustic command Is used to reledse
the buoy from its underwater ,anchor. The
complete systenn was delivered to the EPA at
Grosse Isle, Mlchl tian, at the conclu--ion of the
test.

Charles G. Saunders, Jr., 3581	 (141 9501)

Noninvasive Lung
Diagnostic Device

A nomovasrve lung dimplustic device which
ellailles sln ► ultalleous nleasurenienl Of volume
flow and soxnld protfuchon resulting hom
exptrato► y respnation has been developed. The
resultant acoustic sitInatull , is ,1 mule sensitive
Indicator of the lun(I's Internal state than
present techniques, in that siu'llhcant acoustic
chanties are observed for small concentlatttms of
luny lllltants.

Data obtallled Uslllt) the instllllllent 111,Iy Ix'
Intelp t eted 111 it-tills of dwilleters alld flow lates
throughout the h ► onchial trt4 , by an antllyhcal
technique developed ds pall of the project.
Obseivations from flow vesualuation studies
show that lour vortices are formed within each
lit onchi containing au flow nl .I paiticulai
Reynolds numllel range. These vortices oscillai
about all equilibrium position resulting in tilt,
generation of narrow hand sound. Tilt
Ilrtquencles of this sound then yleld the
hronchr,Il didnletrls (the critical parameters of
Intelest) tron ► the measured volume flow late,
th-ouyh the theoretical lelallonship derived Ill

this research.
This work is burnt' carried out in

collaboration with the Meth, al College of
Virginia nl Richmond, Virginia.

J. C. ► 6 tirn, 2611 (141 9502)
Shuttle Flow-Field Analysis

accepted mettiml for ohtdining hastener preload.
However, medsuring torque call lead to
seynlficant ello ► s, solce up l0 90 percent of the
ippllenl torque can yo into fastener friction
leaving unit' 10 percent lot esidhllshrny preload.
For such d case, a 10 percent change Ill the
coefhclent oI frlctlon could lead tee .+ 1110

gwrcent preluid error.
An ultrasonic device, which nledsureS

fastener stlaln directly dnd Is insensdive to
friction, has teen developed at Langley for
setting the preload of roof support t ►olts used in
nines. This instrument allows roof bolts to he
tensioned much rl ►otI, accurdlely than by
conventional torque techniques, thus
contributing to Increased nine safety,

A successful demonstration test was
conducted in September 1980 Ill the Colorado
School of Mines Exq ►eri iental Mule., Iddho
Sprintgs, Colorado.

Joseph S. Heyman, 3418 (141 3501)

Space Transportation

Systems

Ultrasonic Bolt Tension Monitor

Critical tastener technoloI)v has developed :n
lecent years mainly due to the impetus of new
instruments designed for setting or nnedsuring
fastener load. Torque traditionally has been the

A Monte Carlo analysis of the Space Shuttle
flow held has been developed and used to
predict total density COMOlrs norrnldlitt'd to the
undisturbed free slleann density in the vicinity
of the Shuttle. This is the most riyorous analysis
yet developed to predict the (list Iibutlull of
contamindnts in the vicinity of the Orbiter
during orbital operations. Many gas sources
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co,mrlltlto to these total density con tetitI,
Includuly freeStre,un 11.1%, surf,t • r otittIasS ► ny, allei
e01aerst frunl a vrrnirr, alt 110wn1w.1tl firilltl
tol o ilm r. The oIrnstty Iteluw the entIme 1s mcxe
than 2 orders of nlallrntude' greater than flee
Stream, and the density aft and above the bav
r^:rrds 50 times the frer stream. These results
emphas1re the fired to select pr011er Shuttle
ope ► .11loll modes in order to avoid
(*Onl.enunaUoll of sensitive scientific inslrennents.

L T. Melfi, 3031 (906 7526)
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